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The Daily 
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Friday, November 8, 1985 
. .. will be partly sunny with the high in 
the lower or middle 50s. Tonight, 
increasing cloudiness and warmer with 
a 40 percent chance of rain late. low in 
the upper 30s or lower 40s. Saturday. 
chance of showers witti high in t:pOf!r 
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RICK STUCKEY I Staff photographer 
Producers, a Top 40 band from Atlanta, onstage by The Last Gentlemen, a group from 
to a crowd of about 500 people Thursday Champaign. 
In McAfee Gym. The group was preceded 
roducers garner mixed reaction 
to two hundred fans waited patiently in 
y of McAfee Gymnasium for the start of 
ucers concert. 
The Producers took the stage after a fifty. 
minute intermission. The crowd was both restless 
and eager to hear this musical sensation from 
Atlanta, Ga. 
concert opening act, featuring The Last 
en, was scheduled to start at 8 p.m., 
The four-member band opened up their show 
by performing the title track from their new LP, 
Run For Your Life. 
Van Temple, lead singer for the Producers,' 
screamed, "I've never been to Illinois. How is it? 
You're going to have to prove yourselves." 
open until close to 9 p.m. because the 
e wasn't allowed fo enter the gym ·until 
8:30 p.m., due to lighting problems. 
unidentified stage crew member said a fuse . 
n blown and Eastern lights had to be used 
concert. 
The fans went crazy trying to prove that Eastern 
was worthy 9f the band. 
Last Gentlemen, a Champaign-based band, 
start their opening routine until close to 9 
Wayne Famous, the keyboard player for the 
band, showed great talent on · his portable 
keyboard. Most of the band's songs featured his 
musical ablilities on the instrument. 
five-member band used a dual syntheisizer 
to get the crowd of about 500 people ready 
main act of the evening. 
The crowd was so excited at the end of the 
regular show that they coaxed the band back for 
two encores. 
sical plant official says oldest 
ldings are least energy efficient 
SBACKSTROM 
se Eastern's oldest 
are the least energy 
theY. cost the university 
a physical plant.official 
Plant Director Everett 
'd all of Eastern's 
waste some amount of 
air conditioning, but the 
ar e t h e  o l d e s t  
s-Student Services, 
n Hall and Old Main. 
er, Alms said he is not 
much money has been 
ually :on these buildings 
ings, Alms said, do not 
The price of power 
This story is the second in a 
series of three examining 
Eastern's energy use and the 
pr!ce of power. 
win�ows or the proper . seasons-October and April. 
to conserve energy. Student· Loans Director Herb 
they cost the university Brooks said although he is 
money. comfortable in the emergency 
h Alms said he, believes loans office, located downstairs in 
'ng.s are the.least energy the Student Services building, he 
people who work in them · cannot "turn the heat down during 
are basically comfortable. the summer. · 
in the Student Services "And the air conditioning 
said although they are should not be· running as much as 
ble most of the time, it is it is," he said. Brooks said he has 
to stand the temperatures gone to Alms about the problem in 
th  e t r a n s i t i o n a 1 the past. 
"They have been very 
cooperative. They've been fighting 
the problem," he said adding there 
is not much they can do. 
A similar problem exists in the 
computer services department. . 
Computer Services Director 
Dave Henard said the thermostat 
makes the temperature awkward 
"but we manage." 
However, he said, "We are real 
fortunate.because we have to keep 
our computer at climatic con­
ditions." 
Verna Armstrong, vice president 
for administration and finance, 
said the transitional season is 
uncomfortable for all Eastern's 
buildings because they are con­
trolled by a computer that 
determines temperature. 
During October and April, it is 
warm during the day and cool 
during the night; Armstrong said. 
So it is difficult to set thermostats 
for these tempratures because they 
vary too much. 
DuP.licating Operator Wilson 
Hutson, who works · in the 
duplicating office located on the 
building's second floor, said he 
.50s. 
$8,000 query 
may leave city 
stuck with tab 
By JIM ALLEN 
City editor 
While the city and the Kiwanis Club haggle on·• 
$8,000 in unpaid bills from an outdoor stag1: buil1 
last summer, the mayor and two commissioner:, 
indicated they might be willing to have the city pick 
up the tab. 
On Charleston's 150th birthday 011 the fourth of 
July, Charleston Mayor Murray Choate-a for me!· 
K iwanis president-thanked several contractors i · ·r 
constructing a bandshell in the city's Kiwanis Park. 
But four contractors who worked on the bandshell 
are now· 1ooking for more than thanks, saying they 
don 't  know whether to turn to the Kiwanis Club or to 
the city with their bills. . 
Club members have said the Kiwanis commitment 
to the bandshell construction was only $5,000, and 
city commissioners bave expressed frustration in not 
knowing what city involvement, if any, the mayor 
had promised. 
"My first reaction would be 'What the hell 
happened and what the hell is going on?"' said 
Commissioner Bruce Scism. "The first thing I would 
insist on is meeting with all the parties involved." 
In early May, a meeting between three city officials 
and a member of the Kiwanis Club gave way to an 
agreement to build the bandshelJ in Kiwanis Park in 
time for the Sesquicentennial Celebration. 
At that time, an estimate ordered from Building 
and Zoning Officer Robert "Terry" Sharp had 
- already revealed the bandshell would cost at least 
$9,500. With over-runs, the project was finished for 
more than $13,000. 
"We went into this situation with a clear con­
tribution of $5,000," said Kiwanis bandshell 
committee member J. W. Oglesby. "That's what 
we've committed to it. I don't know why the bills 
haven't been paid." 
Oglesby refused to say what agreement involving 
city funds, if any, was made at the meeting for 
covering costs in excess of the Kiwanis donation. 
Oglesby said the organization offered the $5,000 to 
see "if the city was interested" in building the 
bandshell. · Oglesby said he made the off er at a meeting with 
Choate, City Administrator Mike Steele and City 
Engineer E.O. "Buddy" Reed. Both Oglesby and 
Reed confirmed the group examined preliminary 
plans and an estimate for the project. 
Choate, when asked about the city's financial 
commitment to the project, said, "I don't want to 
comment on it because I don't want to· comment on 
it. There has been no city money allocated to this, 
and there has been no city money spent on it." 
. Late Thursday, Choate said he had only told the 
club that "the city would help out in in-kind services. 
The important thing is there was a commitment, but 
there was a misunderstanding." 
But, Reed said, "I knew at the meeting that the 
scaled-down version (of the bandshell) was more 
than $5,000. The insinuation was that (excess costs) 
would be taken care of by the city or with private 
(See $8,000, page 7) 
Sweet tooth. 
For those who like the taste of sugar 
but not the calories, Nutrasweet®' is a 
long-awaited alternative. 
see Verge 
Frfday, Novembers, 1985 The Dau Eutem Ne 
State/Nadon/World 
U.S. hostages claimed dead· 
United· to take over Pacific· route 
WASHINGTON-Chicago-based United Airlines has 
agrt!ed to purchase 116 aircraft, including six long-range 
Boeing 747 jumbo jets, from the Boeing Co. in a deal worth 
"in excess of $3 billion," the airline announced Thursday. 
It was the second huge jet order for Boeing aircraft within 
a month. In early October, Northwest Airiines announced it 
was buying 10 new-model 747-400s as part of a $2 billion 
order. 
The United order came as the Transportation Department 
gave final approval to nited a major overseas air carrier. 
The United-Pan Am deal must still be approved by the 
Japanese and other countries that must give United landing 
rights. 
James J. Hartigan, United's president and chief executive 
officer, said that the aircraft order from Boeing, the largest 
single plane order in airlines history, will meet United's fleet 
needs into the 1990s. 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-An anonymous 
caller said Islamic Jihad extremists planned to 
kill their half-dozen Ainerican hostages Thur­
sday, and a second caller claimed they were dead. 
But no bodies were found in the designated spot. 
The captives were to be "executed" by firing 
squad because indirect negotiations with the 
United States had reached "a dead end, " the 
first man said in a call to a Western news agency. 
In Washington, however, a White House 
official said "contacts" in the Lebanon hostage 
case had not broken down. And President 
Reagan said of the death threat, ''Evidently there 
is no substantiation of that at all.'' 
Since the calls.could not be authenticated, it 
was impossible to determine whether they were a 
macabre hoax or simply part of a war of nerves 
being waged by the shadowy Shiite Moslem 
faction to pressure Washington in making a deal. 
Six Americans are missing in Lebanon, Islamic 
Jihad claimed Oct. 4 it killed one of them, 
diplomat William Buckley, 57. But no body 
turned up. 
The other American captives are P 
Kilburn, 60, an American University of Be' 
librarian; the Rev. Lawrence Jenco, 50, a Ro 
Catholic priest; Terry Anderson, 38, c · 
Middle East correspondent for The Associa 
Press; David Jacobsen, .director of the Ameri 
University Hospital, and Thomas Sutherl 
the university's dead of agriculture. 
Islamic Jihad, or Islamic Holy War, belie 
made up of fundamentalist followers of Ir 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, had said it w 
release the Americans when Kuwait frees 
Shiite comrades serving prison terms for 
bombings of the U.S. and French embassies 
Kuwait in December 1983. Kuwait refuses. 
Several threats were made earlier to try 
hostages as spies and "execute" them if 
demand was not met. But no deadlines were 
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FREE 
SPINAL EVALUATION* 
Do you have: 
1. Hea�aches, dizziness. blurred v1,1on? 
2. Neck pain, tight rnu�clcs. �IJ""m' 
3. Shoulder or arm Jl<llfl, numbn"'� 111 hdnd�? 
4. Difficult breathini:. abdominal p.11nl 
5. Lower bal·k p<iin. hip or leg paml 
l===��•Free exu111i11utio11 i11clude,s caae hutory, coMUltation with doctor, frH 
contour u11a/y.ri.v posture .�rur1, and 10 orlhopediclneurologlcal tflltl. Not 
• lnclud1•d arr x-rays, treat mm I, and clinical laboratory tflltl. If indicated, 
these are 11or111al/y coi>t•red by most Insurance polldea. WHY FREEP To mah 
It easy fur !I"" to find out, without obligation. If your problem might be helped 
by chim71radi<' mre. 
Most insurance accepted. 
DR. M.L. GANDOLF 
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN 
1419 MONROE, CHARLESTON, IL 
Call 345-4065 For Appointments 
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t I•• 
cCormick spat 
stalls final vote 
n cigarette tax ,, 
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-The General Assembly 
ed Thursday in its drive to end a week-long 
se, as a partisan spat over Chicago's Mc­
. ck Place blocked a final Senate vote on an 
t state cigarette tax boost and other issues. 
The Senate gave tentative approval to the 
ette tax increase. intended for education, as 
as a state program of aid to farmers. 
A package of incentives for reconstruction of 
gutted Arlington Park race track was also 
luded in a catch-all bill . expected to include 
promises on most of the Legislature's  
resolved issues . The track's  owners quickly 
ted the measure as inadequate and threatened 
rebuild elsewhere. 
McCormick .Place remained the lawmakers' 
ghest hurdle . Senate Democrats and 
ublicans were unable to muster enough votes 
attach their versions of management reform for 
exposition center to the catch-all measure. 
Senate President Philip Rock said that without 
agreement on McCormick Place, the catch-all 
sure including the cigarette tax and other 
posals would not come to a final vote in the 
te . 
The lake front convention center, running $60 
· uon over the budget on an expansion project, 
been the center of the squabble that has kept 
akers in session a week past their scheduled 
�ournment.  
The House, meanwhile ,  spent much of the day 
recess awaiting Senate action.  
J'he cigarette tax boost, tacked on to the 
te's omnibus bill on a 33-23 vote, would raise 
ut $63 million this year and $109 million in  
ing years to  help fund the wide-ranging school 
orm package adopted last summer. 
pponents argued that the higher tax would 
urage bootlegging of cigarettes from other 
tes with lower taxes , which would cut Illinois '  
nues from the cigarette levy. Supporters 
ed that without the revenue from the higher 
, the state would be forced to cut back on the 
ch-touted education measures . 
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CAA looks at academic advising 
By MIKE BURKE 
Staff writer 
students should be selected as advisers . "  
Potential new guidelines for the academic ad­
visement of undergraduate students were discussed 
Thursday by the Council on Academic Affairs. 
Currently, every department member is an advi�.cr 
and provides· pre-registration advice to cer•ain 
students who are majors in that department. 
Schick explained to the CAA that the guidclinl;' · 
are being developed as a result of a union grievance, 
on behalf of a faculty member, which went to ar­
bitration. University Professionals of Illinois is the 
union which represents Eastern's faculty . 
Edgar Schick, vice president for academic affairs, 
asked the CAA at the meeting for its comments 
''before we nail it (the guidelines) down and bronze it 
forever." 
Schick, while consulting the deans from each of 
the university's colleges, is developing the student 
advisement guidelines. Schick said he expects to put 
them into effect for the fall semester of next year. 
The guidelines are an attempt to "formalize" the 
advisement process, Schick tolctthe CAA, and are to 
be used on "an operating basis," providing the 
framework for how and by whom academic ad­
visement should be done. 
Schick said the guidelines have become necessary 
because advisement will become more formalized, 
and the guidelines enable department chairmen to 
delegate advisement duties. He said i� could be 
possible to reduce an instructor's courseload ., as is 
sometimes done now to allow for research , :\•) that 
the instructor can devote more time to studrnt ad­
visement and not beco111e overloaded. 
Under the new guidelines, each department 
chairman,  in consultation with his college dean , will 
select certain instructors to advise students in that 
department .  The new guidelines specify that "only 
those faculty who have a commitment to advising 
The new guidelines would also allow a dean to '>d 
up a central college-wide advisement office which 
would service all of that college's  students . Schick 
said the business college would likely set up an ad­
visement office. 
Unity Choir gears up for 'inspiring' concert 
By MIKE HELENTHAL 
Staff writer 
. The Unity Gospel · Choir, 
consisting of Eastern students, 
will present a concert at 7 p .m.  
Sunday in  Dvorak Hall . 
The 20-member choir, directed 
by Choir president Melessa Tyus, 
will perform an hour and one-half 
concert , vice president Paul 
Robinson said . 
The concert is titled "I can do 
all things through Christ which 
strengthens me, " and will feature 
inspirational gospel songs, he 
said . 
Although the concert is only the 
choir's  second annual fall concert 
on campus,  it has presented an 
annual spring concert since it was 
originated in the 70s , Robinson 
said . . 
The choir also performs at 
various area churches, he said . 
Marching band to perform 
By JOHN LUCCHESI 
Staff writer · 
The Eastern Illinois Marching 
Band 'will perform in concert at 
7:30 p .m.  Friday in Dvorak Hall.  
Band Director Thomas Brawner 
said the show highlights the band's 
halftime performances including 
music consisting of country, jazz 
and rock.  
The concert is the first of its 
kind and "hopefully a start of a 
a 
new tradition , "  Brawner said.  
Band member Mary Beth 
Godfrey said, "The whole band is 
very excited about the concert and 
I hopC it continues for many y�ars 
to come. 
"The university has put in a lot 
of effort to improve the band and I 
think the overall attitude is much 
b_etter than a year ago, "  she said . 
The concert is free and open to 
the public.  
Admission to the concert is free 
but donations will be accepted . 
The donations received will be 
used to support the choir and to 
al low members to attend the 
Nat ional  Bapti s t  Student 
Min i s tr ies Retreat held in  
Memphis, Tenn . ,  this spring, 
Robinson said . The retreat in­
cludes seminars and workshops 
for the choir members . 
Phone books h.ere 
Student directories and buy+ng 
guides will  be distrib uted 
beginning this week, according to 
University Relations Director 
Daniel Thornburgh. 
Thornburgh said in a press 
release that the phone books will 
be available to off-campus 
students in the box office of the 
University Union beginning 
Friday. 
Top of the Roe's 
Saturday Night! ' 
DIDJITE (Tape) (No address-Hud PITCHERS 
iige (One �r . 
MEET THE BAND 
. .  PARTY! 
Stop By 
Krackers 
For Our 
Drink 
Specials! 
*Friday! 
It) Funky mid tempo, danceable 
being disco, infectious pop. Hud 
it cause she only likes the best 
around.'' 
Flipside Fazine 
Covina, Ca. April 1985 
1. 50 1-3 p.m. 
1. 75 3-8 p.m. 
Budweiser Hooded 
Shirts 5.00 
Tonite_; 
FRI &SAT 
Band buys FREE 
Beer until. they start! 
Doors OPEN! 8:30-9 
Dan Ackroyd�Bill Murray 
Harold Ramis 
6:30 & 9:00 p.m. 
. . . 
Grand Ballroom 
Admission �1.00 
"Grandly comic, neatly timed and 
perfectly packaged." 
-Richard Schnickel, Time Magazine 
···���� 
-$1 Strawberry 
Daquiries 
. 9-10 p.m. 
-2 for 1 8-9 p.m. 
-7 5¢ Rum& 
Cokes 
all n ight 
*Saturday! 
.-opens at 9 p.m. 
-$1 Strawberry 
Daquiries 
8-9 p.m. 
-2for1 9-1 O p.m. 
,,_ 
Oplnl� 
Ed itorials represent 
the majo rity opinion 
of the �ditorial board 
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Using ID cards 
for discounts 
The Student Senate should take note of a 
local business manager's suggestion to 
apply� student ID card as a discount card. 
While a few business managers said 
recently' students frequently come in with 
the cards, other businesses haven't had the 
response they were hoping for. Sponsors of 
Edl•torlal the card pay $50, but it :::ippears some of 
------- them may not be 
getting their money's worth. 
Terry Davis, manager of Towne Square 
Jewelers, has supported the discount card 
· both years it has been offered to Eastern 
students but believes the cards are easily 
misplaced. He said another problem is a 
lack of awareness among students that by 
using the card they receive a 10 percent 
discount. 
· 
However, the Student Senate has done a 
commendable job of distributing them. 
Student Senator Mike Regan said about 
5,000 cards were distributed early in the 
s�mester in residence halls and fraternity 
and sorority houses. Another 600-700 
cards were distributed to off -campus 
students. 
.. Obviously, the problem is not distribution. 
The ob$tacle is in training students to carry 
the discount cards when they are shopping 
· at a sponsoring business. It's probably a 
hard obstacle to overcome. 
Beginning with freshman year, Eastern 
students have at least one piece of advice 
drilled into their head: carry your ID ca.rd at 
all times. Maybe this approach would work 
for discount cards, too. 
One of the problems with having to carry 
the discount card is that students may 
· decide to drop in on a sponsoring business 
at a whim, which means they probably won't 
be carrying the discount card or they will 
forget to use it. 
• 
Discount card sponsors should be en­
couraged to post signs in their businesses 
reminding students with ID cards of the 
discount. With a small amount of restruc­
turing, the discount card can become more 
beneficial to sponsors and students. 
Your tum 
Spirit-rousers. 
are commended 
Editor: -
I would like to commend 
Eastem's marching band, flag 
corps, drum major, twirler and 
the Pink Panthers for the great 
entertainment they have 
· 
provided at this season's football 
games. 
I don't believe that such a 
dedicated group of students 
could ever receive the sufficient 
credit or recognition that they so 
deserve. The hours that each 
individual puts into the group 
makes it what it is: terrific! 
I speak for myself and 
hopeful ly many others when I 
say that I am proud to see such 
a dedicated group. representing 
our school . A simple applause 
does not seem like an ap­
propriate "thank you" for all of 
the time and effort that these 
people put forth .  
Joy Barker 
News involves more 
than Chicago sports. 
Editor: 
Joel Wyeth (author of letter to 
the editor in the Thurs . ,  Oct. 31 
edition of The Daily Eastern 
News), here's a little advice : If 
you don't know what you're 
talking about,  don't talk about it. 
You'll only sound like a fool . I 
agree that the C hicago Bears are 
a fantastic football team , and 
they should be commended on 
their excellent season thus far. 
But believe it or not, Joel , the 
world does not revolve around 
Chicago sports . There are a few 
things more deserving of news 
coverage than a football team . 
The News does a fi rst-rate job 
in covering the important news , 
ahd it has won enough awards 
and honors to prove that . The 
News is a college newspaper; 
it's not The Chicago Bear 
Report. 
Secondly, Joel, your definition 
of a "real team" is a bit unclear 
to me. If you mean a "real team" 
· is one that tioes not "blow if' in 
postseason play, why are you 
using the Chicago Bears as. an 
example? In case you've 
forgotten, the Bears (and 
Cubbies for that matter) ran a 
little dry in last year's post 
season play. 
· 
And if a '!real winner" is a 
team that wins the cham­
pionship, you should be sup­
porting the 49ers or ·the Royals 
(or the Cardinals). After all, when 
was the last time a Chicago team 
has won a world championship? 
An eight game winning str.eak is 
not the same as winning the 
Super Bowl or World Series . 
I just don't understand the 
poin� of your argument, Joel .  
Yours sounds like a case of 
displaced aggression . What's 
really bothering you? 
John Fehrmann 
Cubs seem to be 
the 'real losers' 
Editor: 
Hey Joel Wyeth , there's 
nothing I hate more than a "sore 
winner. " I 've talked it over with 
President Reagan , we begin 
bombing St.  Louis in five days . 
You want to talk about losers 
and embarrassment, let's talk 
about the Cubs.  
Craig Stockman 
Student rep O'Mera 
aired a valid point 
Editor: 
Despite Joe O'Mera's awkward 
approach at a recent City 
Counci l  meeting ,  I think he's 
brought up a very important 
concern of all students who l ive 
off campus .  
I w ish  I had a d ime for every 
story I 've heard about a 
Charleston landlord . Stories 
about tenants getting cheated 
out of money; landlords 
pretending to be dictators; 
apartments falling apart; and. the 
empty promises of repair. 
I have rareJy heard anything 
good about any landlord here in 
Charleston. It's time for 
somebody to blow the whistle on 
these people, and at least 
O'Mera has started the ball 
rolling . 
I'm not saying that all student 
tenants have nothing to do with 
the attitudes of these landlords. 
In fact, there are those certain 
few who are irresponsible and 
tear apart their apartment while 
trying to avoid paying for repairs. 
But for the rest of us,  it's a l iving 
hell  to be contantly looking over 
our shoulder, wondering what 
the landlords are going to pul l  on 
us next . _ 
Obviously , they figure we:re 
only going to be here for a short 
t ime, so why not rape us for 
what they can. After al l ,  i .t's only 
their t ime , and our money . 
Before we criticize Joe 
O'Mera,  I think we should thank 
h im f i rst. He's brought up a 
problem .that's plagued this city 
for years . Now's the time for 
something to be done about it! 
Mike A. Metreger 
Bears' 9-0 record 
merits more play 
Editor: 
After read ing the letter to the 
editor last week about coverage 
of the Ch icago Bears' sen­
sational season , I must agree 
with its contents . 
Now that the Bears are 9-0, 
they are deserving of even more 
coverage .  The Bears can now 
wipe out all other frustrations 
Ch icago teams have suffered if 
they continue at the pace they 
are going right now. 
I hope The Daily Eastern New 
wil l  recognize this football team' 
accomplishments and pu bl icize 
them accordingly . 
Jim Mueller 
Eastern speaks: This week's question was asked by Larry Smith , a photos were taken by Larry Peterson.  
What do you think about the new 
requirements for i ncoming freshmen? 
Tammy Bitner 
Junior 
Psychology 
.. ' 
"I think they're a lot 
better because I took 
them anyway.'' · 
Doug Summers 
Sophomore 
Pre-Business 
"I think it will be helpful. 
It helped me. I took all of 
those courses. Students '' are -going to have to taKe 
them again anyway. I t  
will help to know these 
subjects already." 
Gary Palka 
Junior 
Marketing 
"I think it's necesary to 
learn those subjects. 
think students should 
know the basics about 
all of them. It will hel 
them in everything they 
do." 
Kim Hicks 
Graduate student 
B u s i n e s s  
"I think it's a bad deal f 
students. They're as · 
freshmen in high sc 
to prepare for coH 
when they aren't sure 
they want to go. Th 
may want to learn 
vocation . "  
ces of Coors 
boycotting 
e of this letter is to 
campus of the ih-
of the Adolph Coors 
o. and ask beer lovers 
the boycott against 
Is a financial backer of 
ell and the moral 
The company also 
apartheid in South 
does the moral 
, and job applicants are 
to take a lie detector 
ering questions 
sexual orientation . 
discriminates against 
and women, blacks and 
A lie detector test is 
g iven to d iscover if an applicant 
is homosexual. Homosexuality 
does not affect job performance! 
Please, join in the boycott 
which is also being held in 
Boston, Mass. Let's show Coors 
we do not support or l ike the 
practices they support! 
Leslie Garner 
Drive short of goal, 
but sti l l  successfu l 
Editor: 
On Oct. 2 5, the Knights of 
Columbus council ,  on campus 
for .the second year, participated 
in the Annual Tootsie Roll Drive 
for the Mentally Retarded . 
All the money which is 
collected is given to an 
organization in this area that 
works with the mentally retar­
ded . Last year the money went 
to Camp N ew Hope in Mattoon .  
This year, $355 was collected 
on campus, which is short of the 
goal we set, but we are sti l l  
p leased with the amount 
collected . The recipient of the 
money this year has not been 
decided upon . 
On behalf of the Knights of 
Columbus on campus I would 
l ike to thank all those who · participated in this year's drive, 
whether it was collecting 
donations or donating your spare 
change. 
Russ Kochevar 
Grand Knight 
. Knig hts of Colu mbus 
Opinion 
Letters a n d  c o l u m n s  
represe n t  t h e  v i e w s  
o f  t h e a u t h o rs 
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Part of provid ing cu ltu re re l ies on 
Alan Ni e lson variety in rad io statfon's programming 
kes more 
n j ust · ideal ism 
bring cultu re 
al lege campus 
l umn i s  in response to  the Viewpoint ex­
by Robert C. Snyder in the Monday edition 
i/y Eastern News. 
yder, it is clear to see that as a music in­
, you have a very idealistic view of l ife . You 
identification of rooms on this campus to be 
I .  The rooms in Coleman Hall and Blair Hall 
numbered .  The meeting rooms on the third 
e Union could have numbers too . 
want to assign names to rooms,  you should 
Fine Arts Bui lding . 
mber correctly,  there is a room in the Fine 
ing cal led the "Green Room . "  Now that's a 
e. You could cal l it the Shakespeare Room . 
are was the " intellectual g iant" whQ asked 
In a name?" 
ater could also be g iven a formal title .  You 
rooms in the Un ion to be named after 
ople in historic culture instead of having 
of area towns? 
think that Charleston ,  Mattoon ,  Shelbyvi l le 
other area towns are l ittle nowhere towns 
iddle of I l l inois , why do you l ive here in 
n? 
you should get out of town and move to 
tate or country . The taxpayers in these area 
s help pay for university expenses, such 
costs and your salary. 
der, you also want to decorate the third 
in the Union . How do you propose to make 
decoration plan feasible? 
contribute the funds to . buy artwork for the 
the walls are decorated, are you going to 
security to guard the walls so that the 
aid murals are not defaced by students? 
of Da Vinci's " Mona Lisa" would not look 
a mustache. I would hate for the third floor 
like the walls in men's restrooms. 
Arts Center and Doudna Fine Arts Building 
t facilities for cultural exhibits . The third 
Union is designed for organizations to 
s. 
your pursuit for the advancement of art, 
your means of accomplishing this en­
s to be examined . 
on Is a junior majoring In accounting. 
This is in  response to the column written by Robert 
C. Snyder (Monday edition of The Daily Eastern 
News) regarding cultural absence in Eastern's 
student Union , newspaper and radio station . 
We would l ike to educate Mr. Snyder because he 
obviously has never listened to our station . WEIU-FM 
plays "rock and rol l" 3 % hours, four broadcast days 
per week. In addition , this music is not your basic 
Top 40 , popular kind fc;>und in a typical juke box. It  Js 
an alternative in the sense that it isn't designed or 
intended for commercial airplay . Also, we ai r music 
specialty shows every broadcast day . 
On Monday evenings from 9-midnight,  reggae , a · 
culturally based form of Jamaican music is played .  
Tuesday evenings, a jazz show occupies the same 
time slot .  Wednesday night,  the same shift is 
reserved for oldies and on Thursdays , a rock and roll . 
h istory show is aired . Fridays have now incorporated 
a jazz show (due to popular demand) from 5 : 30-9 
p . m .  and the Houserocker blues show completes our 
music broadcasting week. 
If these are not cultural ly relevant forms of music , 
we would like to be informed of it .  Because we went 
on the ai r July 1 , we are sti l l  l imited in terms of 
broadcast time . We have every i ntention of in­
creasing our air time to include more jazz and even 
classical programming , but this is not reality yet. 
In addit ion to the musical format , it should be 
pointed out that our interview programs from 4-5 : 30 
p . m .  every broadcast day have included many in­
teresting and noted people throughout Eastern and 
Viewpoint:· · 
- · . Mary Notto l i n i 
the surrounding community .  
Published authors , such a s  Bruce Guernsey and 
Beth Kal ikoff, have given their time and other Eastern 
professors , such as Dr. Laurent Goslin and Herbert 
Laski , have also granted interviews.  
We have talked to 1 30 different people and groups 
since Ju ly for these shows, including discussions 
with historians, musicians, painters, sculpters, 
scientists , pol iticians, judges, photographers, 
paleontologists • .  and educators . 
We have received some criticism because our 
music isn't in  the vein of the popular music aired on 
commercial stations. Our music and public affairs 
shows are played and intended for an audience 
which has an appreciation of generally ignored , 
cultu rally relevant music and issues . 
To say that we are not meeting the demand for fine 
art is absurd . Why don't you tune in 88 . 9  on your FM 
dial  and find out for yourself . Hours : Monday through 
Friday 4 p . m . - m idnight. 
-Mary Nottolini is music director for WEIU-FM. 
Sheila Murphy, station manager, and Liz ·Randall, 
program director, also contributed to this column. 
� ' ,. \ .. ' ' ' . . .  
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H E  MAKES EVI L  AN EVENT. (!!) 
FRI. I SAT NITE 7:00 • 9:00 
SUN. N ITE 7:30 PM ONLY 
, SAT. AND SUN MATINEE 2:00 
-Arnold � 
Schwarzenegger 
FRI.  / SAT N ITE 7:1 0 • 9:1 0 
SUN. NITE 7:30 P M  O N LY 
SAT. AND SUN MATINEE 2:00 
_.re seg;ns 
. . . 
Thi AN ORION IPG-131 PICTURES RELEASE 
.FRI. / SAT NITE 5:00 • 7:1 0 • 9:20 
SUN. NITE 5:00 • 7:1 0 ONLY 
SAT. AND SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM 
HELD OVER 
Relax, you're never ... 
BETTER OFF 
DEAD 
Dislributed by WAllHER OROS. () IPGI 
FRI.  I SAT NITE 5:05 • 7:05 • 9:0 
SUN. N ITE 5:05 • 7:05 O N LY 
SAT. AND SUN MATINEE 2:05 P 
$2 A LL S H OWS 
B E FO R E  6 P. M .  
DA I LY 
CHARLES BRONSON 
FRI. / SAT NITE 5:05 • 7:05 • 9:05 SU N. NITE 5:05 • 7:05 ONL 
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AFTERNOON MATINEE 2:05 P M  
NEW WORLD rlCTURES pttsenrs 
A MACE NEUFELD Production 
IEFF GOLDBLUM IOSErH BOLOGNA ED BEGLEY. IR. 
"TRANSYLVANIA 6-5000" CAROL KANE JEFFREY !ONES JOHN BYNER 
GEENA DAVIS MICHAEL R ICHARDS DONALD GIBB NORMAN FELL 
and TERESA GANZEL as Eliza�rh • Music composed &. conduclftl by LEE HOLDRIDGE 
; Execurive Producers rAUL LICHTMAN and ARNIE FISHMAN 
wntren by RUDY DeLUCA l'roduce<t by MACE NEU!ELD anct THOMAS H. BRODEK 
Oirecre<t 1>y RUOY DeLUCA Sound rraci< � on  VPIMSll .............,. recon:ts anc! raprs. .,, IPGIMllTM.GllM:EUIS� .... NEW WORLD PICTURES , ____ .,__ _ __ .. , ..,, • ..,_ _ ® 
FRI. / SAT NITE 5:1 0 e 7:1 0 • 9:1 0 
SUN. NITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 0 ONLY 
SAT. AND SUN MATINEE 2:1 0 PM 
Two friends 
raised under 
one roof 
Bryon saw �he 
future coming. 
Marl< never kn� 
what hit him. 
FRI. I SAT NITE 5:00 • 7:1 5 • 9:20 
SUN • .  NITE 5:00 • 7:1 5 ONLY 
SAT. AND SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM 
ysical __ from page 1 
s from the same problem as the 
, but added it is routine to him. · 
e're basically comfortable ,"  he 
adding he is glad he has not had to 
with any system problems because 
temperature . 
using Director Lou Hencken, 
s office is located on the third 
r of the Student Services building,  
he can adjust the temperature of 
ffice by a radiator that is located 
th his desk . He added, however, 
the radiator is not very strong. 
addition,  Hencken said the outer 
suffer from · the sporadic 
rature changes. "This building is 
ery energy efficient ,"  he said . 
idents of Eastern 's Pemberton 
have no · complaints with their 
tic. living conditions . 
eshman Scotti Pride, who is a first 
resident , said she is comfortable 
her room. 
's sort of warm . . .  we keep . the 
ws open , "  she said . 
eshman Beth Mier, also a first 
resident ,  said her room is really. 
mmer School Director Charles 
zer said some people who work in 
Main also suffer from the tran­
nal season . 
'ad residents warmer 
r hal l  facel ift 
OUGLAS BACKSTROM 
ing editor 
any Triad residents are expecting a 
winter now that their residence 
has received a $200,000 facelift .  
ord , McKinney and Weller halls , 
t ively known as the Triad, un­
ent a facel i ft t his past summer in 
'allempt to  cut down on utili ty  and 
ntenance costs . 
ousing Director Lou Hencken said 
before the facelift, he had received 
eral complaints from Triad 
• ems about i t  being too cold in 
rooms.  
The Triad had windows that were 
lied in the 1 950s and when it 
ped below IO degrees, many 
ms were cold , "  he said . 
addit ion to cutting down on 
'ties and maintenance, Hencken 
the facelift will supposedly make 
buildings much easier to heat this 
e former Weller Hall resident, · 
Ile Allen, said her room was 
rable last winter before the 
ift . Jen , who now resides in Lincoln 
, said , " It was really cold . Our 
tor was on but nothing was 
ing out of it .  We had to wear 
ns, socks and sweats to bed . "  
sidents questioned said now they 
ically comfortable, but some of 
oms are hot . 
cKinney resident Susan Hoy, who 
lived in the Triad for three years ,  
her room is  bearable but hot. 
Here's to you Deb! 
Happy 21 st 
Love, Heather & Karen 
Frida N ovem ber 8 1 98 5  7A 
funds. "  
Kiwanis officials refused to com­
ment on what financial obligation the 
city had to the project . The 
organization's  treasurer, Jim McNutt, 
said, "All I am going to tell you is this: 
There was an agreement between · 
members of the club and the city, and 
that's all . "  
Four construction creditors said they 
have been told by McNutt to bill the 
city, via Sharp . Sharp confirmed that 
McNutt has had creditors bill the city, 
but in turn, the city has forwarded bills 
to Oglesby. 
"We've been sending the bills to the 
city, "  said Debbie Walden, accounts 
receivable clerk for Charleston 
Lumber. "We don't know where to go. 
We're still standing here with this 
outstanding bill . " 
· 
Finance Commissioner J o h n  
Winnett said Choate told him that the 
city would contribute manpower to the 
construction but not provide funding 
for contractors. 
" I  think everybody did get their 
wires crossed, but I don't  know who's 
going to pay for it , "  Winnett said.  
" But somebody's going to have to pay 
it . "  . 
Steele,  who is out of town, was 
unavailable for comment. 
But throughout the organization and 
the initial construction of the band­
shell , none of the city commissioners 
except Choate said they were aware of 
the project . 
Public Works Commissioner Wayne 
Lanman said he discovered city in­
volvement with the project only after 
he found that employees in his 
department were working on the site. 
"I wanted to know what was 
happening because some of my men 
went down there to help build (the 
bandshell) ,"  Lanman said . 
After that , Lanman said he brought 
the matter up in executive session at the 
fol lowing City Council meeting, where 
Choate said no city monies had been 
promised. 
In regard to not telling the com­
missioners that their staffs were to be 
used in the project , Choate said , "I 
don't know. I was being advised by the 
city engineer and the city ad­
ministrator. ' '  
"We had the employees (at the 
parks) , "  he said, "and they were doing 
other things there as well . ' '  
fage��r 
4 O 'clock Club! · 
TODAY 
$2 all you can drink 
• WITH L IVE BAND 
THA T HOPE 
�\ 
\) 
MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor 
While $ 8 , 000 in bi l ls lay outstanding for this bandshell bui lt last summer in  
Kiwanis Park , the mayor and the city council have clashed in  the ir  opinions of  
who should pay for the construction . Whi le Kiwanis Club members said they 
made only a $ 5 , 000 commitment to the p'roject, the mayor says he never in­
tended for the city to pay for the remainder of the $ 1 3 , 000 bi l l .  
Sti l l  sending bi l ls  to both the Kiwanis  
Club and the city are: 
•Dave Shick , Best Construction , 
$2,550 .  
•Max Daugherty, Max Daugherty 
Construction, $ 1 , 500. 
•Charleston Lumber, $577.04. 
• S turd i b i l t  Construct ion , ap­
proximately $3 ,600. 
All of the contractors confirmed the 
amounts, except for Sturdibilt Con­
struction ,  which Finance Com­
missioner John Winnett provided. 
But i n  the  c i ty ' s  fi nancial  
predicament-facing a $500,000 deficit 
by mid- 1 986-council members said 
they are less than enthusiastic about 
shelling out for a bandshell .  
"Eight thousand dollars is a lot of 
money. No one has ever gotten 
together to hash this thing out and 
settle this ,"  Scism added. 
Public Property Commissioner Dick 
Corbin, who oversees city parks, said 
he has been "in the dark" about the 
situation. 
"The Kiwanis did start this , "  he· 
said, "and for them to say they got 
through the thing or part way and just 
dropped it on the city, I don't  think 
that's going to wash at all . ' '  
As to. what the council  may do i f  the 
topic becomes an agenda item, both 
Lanman and Winnett said . they 
beHeved they would vote for spending 
money to pay the remaining bills . 
Choate said late Thursday, " I  don 't 
want to commit myself until  it comes 
to that point , "  adding however that he 
would vote with the council, should it 
approve of paying the outstanding 
bil ls .  
"I think the city only has to benefit 
from i t ,  but I don't want to be quoted 
on making anv votes err commitI)lents 
at  this particular time, ' '  he added.  
Lanman said he told one of the 
contractors to consider suing the city 
for the balarn;:e of the unpaid bills . 
" I 'd been informed to (file suit) ,"  
Shick said . " It may revert to that , but 
I 'd like to see something worked out .  I 
· didn't aim to donate it all . "  
Kiwanis Park, located berween 
Division and Fourth Streets south of 
Jackson Avenue , was made city 
property after the deed for the 
property was donated to the city by the 
K i w a n i s . S i n c e  t h e n ,  i m ­
provements-such as shelters and 
swings-have been made by the club in 
whole. 
JERRY'S PUB 
HAPPY HOUR 
$2 PITCHERS OF BEER 
FROM 3 � 7 p�m. 
!'f 
�/ 
B.B. TOURNEY 
POOL TOURNEY 
s2.10 pitchers 
$2" refills you 
keep the pitcher TUES: November 1 2  
$1 .00 DRINKS 
• strawberry 
daquiris 
, • fuzzy navels 
• et al . 
WED: November 1 3  
Friday: •200 all y�u . can dnnk 
4 O'Clock Club 
with LIVE BAND. 
THAT HOPE 
!FRI: Nove�ber 8 
Friday's . 
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. •- a �rv�Offered \ 
· P rofessiona l  resu me; 
p a c kages :  typeset o� 
oypewrltten, quality papers, big · 
selection, excellent service. 
PA ITON QUIK PRINT, West , 
Park Plaza, 345-6331 . 
ff Help Wanted . 
GOVE R N M E N T  J O B S .  
$ 1 6 , 040-$59,230/yr. Now 
hiring. call 1 ·805-687-6000 
Ext. R-9997 for current 
federal 118!, 
--------'c·WF-1 1 /22 
_________ oo . --------------------
JOB RESUMES FAST AT '. A 
LOW P R I C E S !  Copy-x � M Roommates 
Fastprint · 207 Lincoln. 345· · . 
631 3. Female roommate needed 
--------�oo for Spring semester. Very nice 
NEED TYPING: Letters, and clean place. Old Towne. 
P a p e r s , Thes is..:.Prof .  Call 348-0775. · 
Sec.-345-9225. ________ 1 1 /8 
_________ 00 
N e e d  Ty p i n g  Done?  
Professional Typist. Call 345· 
2595 after 5 p .m .  
_______ 1 1 /1 4 
WANT TO MAKE THAT 
P A R T Y O R  D A N C E  
SOMETHING SPECIAL? CALL 
BRIAN THE D.J .  581 -2091 . 
_______ 1 1 / 1 4 
tt Help Wanted · 
Need extra money? Sell 
Avon! call 359- 1 577 or 1 ·  
800-858-8000. 
_________ 00 
CRISIS . INTERVENTION 
WORKER full time position, 
available immediately. Must 
have flexible working hours 
and be interested in on the 
scene intense intervention. 
B.A.  Psychology or related 
field, experience preferred. 
Send resume, letter of interest 
and 3 letters of reference to 
Coles Co. Mental Health 
Center, P .O .  Box 907 , 
Mattoon, IL, 6 1 938 EOE. -�------ 1 1 /8 
$60.00 PER HUNDRED 
PAID for processing mail at 
home! Information ,  send self· 
addressed, stamped envelope. 
Associates, Box 95,  Roselle, 
New Jersey 07203. 
_______ .c·F- 1 2/6 
Make money through the 
classified ads. 
________ ,h·OO 
Spring Sobleaser needed .at 
1 60 1  9th St. no. 3 (Neigh­
borhood Apts.)  Call 345· 
9253. 
________ 1 1 / 1 1 . URGENT Subleaser needed 
for rest of semester and Spring 
'86. 2 bedroom apt. , close to 
campus. Call Rob 345-7770. 
_______ 1 1 /1 3 
Male roommate wanted 
starting Spring Semester. Own 
room. 3 bedroom house with 2 
other guys. - $ 1 35.00 a month: 
Call Mike at 345-94 1 !J· 
_______ 1 1 / 1 3 
F E M A L E  R O O M A T E  
NEEDED at NEW APART· 
MENTS (close location) on 7th 
STREET for Spring Semester 
and/or summer. CALL 348-
8924. 
________ 1 1 /2 2  
Urgent! Two subleasers 
needed for . Spring Semester. 
Male or female. 964 6th 
Street. Call )345-4527.  
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
ONE FEMALE SUBLEASER 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER. 
PRIVATE ROOM IN A HOUSE 
NEAR CAMPUS. 345-6449. 
____ 1 1  /7 ,8 ,  1 1  ' 1 3 , 1 5  
ti For Rent 
Mini-storage 'rental, sizes 
from 4 x 1 2  up to 1 0  x 30. 
Carlyle Interiors, West Rt. 1 6 . 
Phone 345· 7 7  46.  
_________00 
For Rent 
Priv&te rooms for students 
$1 35. Call 345-7 1 7 1 . 
-----------=�00 
ONE MONTH FREE RENT. 
Carlyle Apartments.  Two­
bedroom, furnished and un­
furnished, for two or three 
people. 1 305 1 8th and 947 
4th St. Call 348· 77 46. 
--------�00 
A V A I L A B L E  N O W  2 
bedroom apartments for 2, 3 or 
4 people. Call Regency 
Apartments for details. 345· 
9 1 05 .  Mon.-Fri . 9·5, Sat. 1 0-
4.  
_______ 1 2/ 1 2 
Refrigerator and Microwave 
oven  r e n ta l s .  6 - m o n t h  
minimum. Carlyle Interiors. Call 
345-7746. 
________ __:00 
Two bedroom apartment. 
Large, clean; near EIU . 
$ 1 80/month plus utilities. · 
345-2203 after 5p.m. --------�00 
Wanted: Subleaser for one 
bedroom apartment. Spring 
Semester only. Call Marty at 
348-583 1 . 
_________ 1 1 / 1 4 
Furnished APARTMENTS, 
reduced, free month. Low as 
$70. WATER AND TRASH 
PAID. Available immediately. 
345-4846. 
_________ 1 1 /8 
2 subleasers needed for 
Spring semester. Nice 2 br. 
apt. $95/mo. utilities included. 
Fireplace and lots of space. 
Call 348- 1 707 , ask for . Taffie 
of Kim. 
_________ 1 1 /8 
Wanted: Subleaser for one 
bedroom apartment Spring 
'86. $ 1 55/month . Call Pam 
348-82 1 0. 
________ 1 1 /26 
Very small  eff ic iency 
a p a r t m e n t .  F u r n i s h e d , 
$85.00/mo. includes utilities. 
Nov. 1 6  lease deposit. Across 
street from Buzzard Bldg. Call 
345-265 2 .  
_________ 1 1 /8 
ti For Rent 
3 room apartment. Heat, 
water & trash removal paid. 
Off-street parking for 2 .  1 
block from EIU. No pets, 
$230/month. Call 348-8087. 
________1 1 /8 
Wanted: 1 female subleaser 
for spring semester. House 
n e a r  c a m p u s .  
$1 25.00/month. Call 348· 
8082 . 
_______ 1 1 /1 2 
Female subleaser needed 
with 3 other girls for spring. 
$1 35/month . Close to cam· 
pus. Call 345-9 1 35. 
_______ 1 1 /1 4 � ... �____ F_or_S_a_le 
Commodore 64, 1 54 1  Disk 
Drive, Programmer's Ref. 
Guide $300. Call 345-6876. 
_________1 1 /8 
1 977 Corvette, · Burgandy 
and has 8 1 ,000 miles. Call at 
345-381 8. 
________ 1 1 /8 
' 7 5  Super Beetle. New 
Michelin tires, muffler, battery, 
paint. $950.00 or best offer. 
Leave name & number at 348· 
07 1 5 . 
________ 1 1 /8 
Mary Kay Cosmetics. Call 
Chris at 345-6708 anytime. 
________ 1 1 / 1 1  
Ten gallon aquarium with 
black iron stand, cover, light, 
power filter, and gravel .  
$55.00. Call 348-5007.  
_________1 1 /8 
New Magnovox 1 4" Stereo 
Speakers, $40.  New tan 
leather coat '%" length , size 
1 2 , $95.  Call 345-4757.  
________ 1 1 / 1 4 
Royal Blue Eastern Jacket. 
XL. Excellent Condition . Call 
Tim 3795.  
________ 1 1 / 1 1 
Stereo: 65 watt Pioneer 
receiver, Technics turntable, 
brand new Pioneer cassette 
deck. Phone 348·8220.  
________ 1 1 / 1 2 
Report erron lmmedl9tely 8t 511·211 2. A carrect Ml 
wlll appeer In the next edition. Un.... notified, we 
cannot be reiepon9lble tor an lncorNCt ad atWr lta ftnt 
lnMr11on. DMdllne 2 p.m. prMloua day. 
For Sale 
P E R F E C T  G I F T !  
Professional artist Cathy Bobb 
does PORTRAITS-pastels 
from $30, oils from $60. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. In· 
f o r m a t i o n , p r i c e s , ap­
pointments: 348-0242. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
Life size Playboy Bunny 
display type posters. $5 each. 
Call and leave message 58 1 • 
5533. 
________ 1 1 /8 
To give away-8-week old 
puppy. Please call 345-5258. 
_________1 1 /9 
RED FORD FIESTA '80, 
$2 ,700 OR BEST OFFER. 
CALL 581 -5545. 
________ 1 1 / 1 1 
<J A nnoW\cemenls 
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING. 
NORTHWOODS WINTER 
A D V E N T U R E .  N I C O L E T  
NATIONAL FOREST, EAGLE 
RIVER, WISCONSIN. ONE 
SEMESTER HOUR CREDIT. 
DECEMBER 2 9 ,  1 985·  
January 3,  1 986 . COST IS 
$ 1 60.00. INCLUDES MEALS, 
EQUIPM ENT, LODG I N G ,  
CROSS-COUNTRY SKI IN· 
STRUCTION, TRAIL FEES, 
TOURS AND DAY/EVENING 
PROG R A M S .  ( OPTIONAL 
DOWNHILL SKIING. ) $50.00 D E P O S I T  A N D  
R E GISTRATION DEADLINE 
NOVE MBER 1 5 , 1 98 5 ,  
ROOM 205, OLD MAIN, 
Continuing Education Office. 
For further information contact 
William Smith , Department of 
Recreation ' and Leisure 
Studiew. Phone: 581 -30 1 8 .  
__ ____cC· 1 1 /6 ,  7 ,  8 ,  1 3 , 1 4  
BROWN YOUR BUNS! 1 0 
Tanning Sessions only $25.00 
at Sirius Fitness. 345- 1 544. 
7 1 8  Jackson. 
_______ 1 1 /4 , 6 , 8  
Hi From ·KYM 65.  Who are 
you? 
________ 1 1 /8 
<J} A�noW\Cem;nu 
Attention AMA Members: 
The Marathon Credit Card 
Drive is running until Nov. 
22nd. If you want to win those 
prizes, please push those 
applications.  Seniors are 
automatically approved. For 
more applications call J .R.  at 
345· 7 1 43 or John at 345-
7296. 
Michel Cline, I 'd love to be 
your Spacial Sigma Sis! Lera 
go to Ike's real soon! Love ya, 
Andrea Allen 
_________ 1 1 /8 
MARY KAY SPECIAL: Buy 
one get one FREE. Call 581 ·  
540 1 . 
________ 1 1 /8 
Theresa McCole, Hon-you 
are some hot dancer! What a 
great function, Tri-Sigs and Sig 
Taus. JC. P.S. Ever think of 
going professional?! 
________ 1 1 /8 
Ann Bansberg--Happy 2 1 st 
Birthday! You are the BEST 
friend and sister anyone could 
ask for. Have fun this 
weekend! Love ya, Karen· 
________1 1 /8 
Claire Coletta-So like it's 
safe to assume that your totally 
wonderful-am I right or what? 
Love, Q 
________ 1 1 /8 
TRI-SIGMA PLEDGES-Th· 
ank you so much for the 
sweatshirt! I love it. You're the 
best! Love, Sue 
________ 1 1 /8 
PEGGY MULLI N :  Who is that 
girl tossing her cookies outside 
Lincoln Hall? Oh-m i-God! 
Thanks · for being my Mom! 
Love, Kati 
________ 1 1 /8 
Cheri Wheeler, I'd love to be 
your special Sigma sis! Love 
ya, Andrea Allen 
______ _ 1 1 /8 
SUE EBERT: You're a great 
roommate, but an even greater 
friend!  Thanks for ail your 
support. Love, your favorite 
goober, Kati 
________ 1 1 /8 
-Official Notices Official Notices are paid for through the Office of University Relations. Questions concerning notices should be directed to that office. 
Textbook 
Rental Notes 
Today will be the last day to 
purchase your textbooks this 
semester. There will be no 
exceptions· or extensions to 
this deadline. If your wish to 
purchase a text which you 
presently have checked out, 
you must bring the book in at 
the time of the sale. All books 
not purchased must be 
'returned in satisfactory 
condition by 4 : 30 p .m. , 
December 23, 1 985. Any 
b6oks returned after this time 
will become unclear and a fine 
of. $2 .00 per book will be 
imposed. 
Richard Sandefer 
Dir. Textbook Rental Serv. 
Beginning T•cher 
A11lstance Program 
Starting Fall 1 985 the 
Beginning Teacher Assistance 
Program will be in effect for any 
Eastern I l l inois University 
graduate who is currently 
employed as a beginning 
teacher ill the public schools of 
Illinois and Indiana. As a 
service to the public schools 
and as an additional aid to the 
U n i v e r s i ty ' s  g raduates , 
through the College of 
Education, faculty and staff 
from all colleges and depart· 
ments on campus wiH be in­
volved in providing counseling 
and 8881stance for any �tern 
graduate who 18 In need of 
these aervk:ea. While this will 
include consultation with 
superintendents, prlnclpala or 
supervlaors, the "'*' thrust i 
will be to support and to 8881st ' 
the teacher In analyzing, 
understanding, and reaolvlng 
any concema whether they are 
In teaching techniques, humln 
relllllona, or subject matter. 
As the program evolves, any 
questions or comments may be 
referred to: Beverly Ochs, 
Coord inator Beginn ing 
Teacher Assistance Program, 
BEB 2 1 0, Student Teaching 
Department, Phone: 5 8 1  · 
2620. 
Francis E.  Summers 
Chair. Student Teaching Dept. 
Flnenclel 
Aid Disbursement 
Those students scheduled 
to pick up their financial aid on 
November 8th may do so in the 
Financial Aid Office, East Wing 
Student Services. The student 
must present a validated 
student ID between the hours 
of 9 : 00 • 1 2 :00 and 1 : 00 · 
3 :30.  
John Flynn 
Dir. Financial Aid 
Pr.enrollment 
Reminder 
C u rrently enrol led on­
campus students may pre­
enroll for Spring Semester until 
3 :30 p.m . ,  Friday, November , 
1 5. Secure materials by 
presenting a valid I. D. card in 
the Registration Operations 
Room (south basement 
McAfee). 
PUT YOUR COMPLETED 
PRE-ENROLLMENT FORM IN 
THE SLOTTED BOX OUTSIDE 
T H E  R E G I S T R A T I O N  
OPERATIONS ROOM BY 4:30 
P .M. ,  FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 
1 5. If an undergraduate's pre. 
enrollment form does not bear 
the departmental stamp, the 
f o r m  M A Y N O T  B E  
PROCESSED. 
ANY STUDENT ASSIGNED 
T O  T H E  A C A D E M I C  
ASSISTANCE CENTER, TOP 
FLOOR STUDENT SERVICES 
BUILDtNG,  SHOULD IM· . 
MEDIATELY MAKE AN AP· 
POINTMENT WITH AN AD· 
VISER AT THE CENTER. 
UNDERGRADUATES 
P A E · E N R O.L L F O R  
SEMESTER HOURS 
SPRING. 
MAY 
1 7  
FOR 
Michael D.  Taylor 
Dir. Registration 
Pr•Enrollment 
Uncl•r Records 
Any currently enrol led 
student wl:lo pre-enrolls for 
Spring Semester must have a 
clear record with the 
R e g i s t r a t i o n  O f f i c e  by 
November 1 5 or his PAE· 
ENROLLMENT FORM MAY 
NOT BE PROCESSED and he 
will need to register during 
Central Registration in January 
after he has cleared his record. 
Micllael D. Taylor 
Dir. Registration 
Vocational 
Education Scholllrshlp 
A $ 5 0 0  V o c a t i o n a l  
Education Scholarship is  
available for. Spring Semester 
1 98 6  form the I l l inois 
Congress of Parents and 
Teachers. 
All undergraduate students 
currently enrolled in a 
vocational teacher certification 
program are eligible. Thia 
includes students in business 
educat i o n , career oc­
cupations, health occupations 
education, home economk:a 
education , and technology. 
Scholastic achievement, 
relative financial need and 
leadership commitment to 
chosen field wll be conaldered 
in selection of the recipient. 
Application forms are available 
from: Dr. Richard K. Hofstrand, 
Director of Occupational 
Education, Room 304 ASB, 
Phone: 2 1 7-58 1 -39 1 2 .  
· A p p l i c a t i o n s  are  d u e  
November 1 5 , 1 985 
Richard Hofstrand, Director 
Occupational Education 
Speech & Hearing 
Services 
Students requesting speech 
and/or hearing work during the 
Spring Term should submit an 
enrollment card as soon as 
their spring schedules are 
confirmed . Enrollment cards 
are available on the second 
floor of the Clinical Services 
Building. 
Betty L. Dodson 
Asst. Prof. Clinic Dir . .  
Foreign Students 
Foreign students desiring 
help in comprehension of 
spoken Engl lsh or im� 
provement in the u� of 
spoken English need to enroll 
for clinical work in the 
Deaprtment of Speech 
Pathology and Audiology on 
the second floor of the Clinical 
Services Building. Foreign 
dialect classes are scheduled 
for spring semester Mondays 
and Wednesdays 1 1  • 1 2, or 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 3 • 4. 
Application for help should be 
made as soon as spring 
semester class schedules are 
completed. 
Betty L Dodson 
Asst. Prof. Cllnlc Dir. 
Drop Deadllne 
The deadline for dropping a 
class or withdrawing from the 
U n iversi ty is F R I DAY , 
NOVEMBER 8 at 4:30 p.m. 
The student will receive either 
a "WP "  or a "WF" at the 
discretion of the Instructor of 
the class. 
TODAY AT 4:30 P.M. IS 
T H E  D E A D L I N E  F O R  
DROPPING A CLASS OR 
WITHDRAWING FROM THE 
UNIVERSITY . 
Michael D. Taylor 
Dir. Registration 
Publlc Notice 
Eastern I l l inois University 
(EIU) purchases water from the 
City of Charleston and tem­
porarily stores some of it in the 
water tank on campus for later 
campus use. Because of this 
system, the University is 
considered to be a distributor 
of water to a population ex­
ceeding 1 0 ,000. This public 
notice is to sat isfy a 
requirement of the Illinois 
Env i ronmental Protection 
Agency and to inform you that 
the total trihalomethanes in the 
water distributed by EIU ex­
ceeded the maximum allowable 
concentration in samples 
collected over the past year. 
The maximum allowable 
concentration for total 
trihalomethanes is . 1 part per 
million or .00001 28 ounces 
per gallon based on an annual 
running average. This average 
for the water distributed by 
Eastern was . 1 63 parts per 
million or .0000209 oooces 
per gallon. 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY 
T H E  I L L I N O I S  E N ·  
VIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY, THIS NOTICE IS 
FOR I N FO R M AT I O N A L  
PURPOSES ONLY. I T  I S  NOT 
A NOTICE OF IMMEDIATE 
HAZARD TO WATER CON­
SUMERS. NO SPECIAL 
PRECAUTIONS NEED BE 
TAKEN AT THIS TIME . 
SHOULD A HAZARD EXIST, 
IMMEDIATE NOTIFICATION 
WILL BE MADE. 
As P1!rf of Its water treat-
' ' '  I , '  
ment, the City of Charleston 
adds chlorine to the water to 
kil l any bacteria which may be 
present. This is a necessary 
part of the water treatment 
process . Trihalomethanes can 
be formed by the interaction of 
chlorine on. humic and fulvic 
substances and other per· 
cursor materials. Humic and 
fulvic substances are naturally 
o c c u r r i n g  p r o d u c t s  o f  
decomposing leaves, grass or 
other natural materials found in 
the soil and water. The natural 
precursors are usually found in 
h igher  concentrations in 
waters from lakes, rivers, 
streams or other surface water 
sources. 
When fed to test animals, 
trihalomethanes have been 
a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  
development of cancer. 
Studies attempting to prove 
that trihalomethanes have this 
effect in man have been in· 
conclusive; however, some 
scienctists are concerned that 
there may be similar effects in 
man . There is strong evidence 
to indicate that human cancers 
are the result of a combination 
of factors. Food, occupational 
exposure, personal habits 
(such as smoking) etc. , may al 
contribute to the development 
of c an c e r .  Th ere fore,  
determining the risk from 
trlhalomethanes in water II 
nearly impossible. Thus the 
actual risk 18 not known , but 
general opinion from ITlll'IY 
sources agree that the risk II 
· · very low . 
The City of Charleston Is, 
and has been , revising Its 
treatment process to bring the 
water supply into cornpllance 
with regulatlona. 
Dr. Verna Armstrong 
V.P. of Admln . and Fil. 
• o I t  • •  
�----- -1 1 /8 
AULT: I'm really 
ard to spending 
weekend together. 
be a great formal, I 
Ifs going to be so 
118. I Love You . Amy 
�::--:---,,...,....--1 1  /8 Dads: Hope you 
T day! Love, you 
1 1  /8 -a---,B::-A,.-,K--E--=SALE 
Coleman Hal l  9 : 00-
d Building 1 0 : 00-
t of Dale Bayles 
1 1  /8 
::=--::p=s,.--YC::--:-H-:-::E=D- FOR 
'TONIGHT LET'S 
GUESTS SOME 
_____ 1 1 /8 
her, Hey Norton , 
's soon before the 
rk comes! I know 
w that I know that 
that Lambda's are 
, Banana 
�-..,.-:-;--...,- 1 1 /8 
evant, Hey girl , I 'd 
your Special Sigma 
Love and Mine, 
_____ 1 1 /8 
DEANGELO, I 
nch-you're the 
daughter ! !  Love , 
�--=----==-1 1 /8 
·gma Tau : Thanks 
·se party. We had a 
You girls are the 
Taus 
�----1 1 /8 
a fantastic weekend 
s off to a great start! 
being the best dad ! 
daughter, Kati 
1 1  /8 
�-=R-=E=-RuC"CN:-:--:P,.-.,ARTY 
NATE ELECTION. 
D BY MARIA 
GO FOR IT!  Semester break 
is too short to let slip by! You 
owe it to yourself to ski and 
party with Delta Sigma Pi! For 
info see ad in today's paper or 
call 581 -5533. 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU !  
PLEDGE TEA FOR ACTIVES! 
MONDAY 5 : 1 5  GALLERY. BE 
T H E R E !  M E ET I N G  T O  
FOLLOW. 
________ 1 1  /8 
Cathy Heman, One of my 
fav. orientation babies! !  Let's 
"orientate! ! "  Here's to the 
underground and being radical! 
Ha! JC , 
______ __ 1 1 /8 
Libby, Do you want your shirt 
back today or tomorrow? Yea 
Yea Yea Yea! ! Love, your A·G 
sis Shubby 
________ 1 1  /8 
Claire-Thank you for some 
awesome hugs-Muggins the 
Bear 
________ 1 1 18 
Happy 2 1  st Birthday Dianne 
Eckart , the best stripper we'.ve 
ever seen . But will your tonsils 
see 22??????? 
________ 1 1  /8 
AMY SHONDY: You are 
doing an EXCELLENT job 
pledging.  Keep up the GREAT 
work. You are a perfect Alpha 
Garn . Love ya lots, Kathy 
________ 1 1 /8 
JOEY BOLLMAN, Hey old 
man , it's your birthday. You're 
getting close to 30 now. Get 
ready to drink heavily tonight. 
Your Lil Bro 
________ 1 1 /8 
VOTE McLEAN, JOHNSON,  
G R I ET E R ,  DATLOUSKY , 
BURKS, WAGNER UNDER 
RERUN PARTY! PAID FOR BY 
WAGNER . 
________ 1 1 /7 
E I U  S O C C E R  T E A M  
kicks . . .  Good luck o n  Sat . ! 
Remember, we're behind you! 
____ ___ 1 1 /8 
Greg , Thanx for being the 
BESTEST boyfriend and buddy 
in the whole world .  Can't wait 
Ii i  Formai! I LOVE YOU-Sue 
________ 1 1 /8 
How to order the new 
1986 Coed Calendar 
eaturing nude female 
tudent models from U 
f I, NIU & ISU (Full 
olor photos 1 8x24 
oster I calendar) 
Mail $5.95 + $2.00 
an d/Ing (pos tage) 
heck or money order 
o: Coed Calendar, P.O. 
ox 434, DeKalb, IL 
115. 
Orders sent first class 
n a heavy plain mailer 
CRegency 
. u\patttmenfu 
For your Guest 
A 
"Home away from Home' '  
Vllltlng 
Profesaora 
Reeerva: 
PAM WOROSZ: Hi old 
Florida friend! !  I hope your b­
day is as special as yott are to 
me. Our next Giraffe drink is on 
·me. MKCP. Love, Julie 
________1 1 /8 
Blah hair? See the girls at the 
Upper Kut. 201 Richmond 
East, Mattoon. Perms start 
$ 1 5 . 00 . 234-7 1 41 .  
_______ 1 1 /26 
To my Iii MANIAC , Lynne: 
Thanks for everything you've 
done for me. You're the 
greatest kid anyone could ask 
for. Keep up the good work 
pledging, and remember "Aim 
High . "  Love your PHI SIG 
mom, N ikki 
________ ' 1 1 /8 
WANT TO HEAR SOME 
REALLY EXCITING NEWS? 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU OPEN 
HOUS THIS MONTH. WATCH 
FOR DEi!"AILS LATER.  
________ 1 1 /8 
MY LITTLE WETNESS: Good 
luck on your swim meet 
tomorrow at my favorite 
college. Smack( itk) . P .S .  I 
won !  
________ 1 1 /8 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA en­
courages everyone to join in 
the spirit of National Service 
Day. Lend someone a helping 
hand on Saturday, Nov. 9. 
1 1  /8 
WHO: ALPHA SIGMA TAU . 
WHAT: OPEN HOUSE. WHEN : 
SOO N .  W H E R E :  A L P H A  
SIGMA TAU HOUSE. WHY: 
FUN AND EXCITEMENT! ! FOR 
WHO :  ALL INTERESTED 
WOMEN. 
________ 1 1 /8 
Bob-So what-like I got the 
best big brother In The World!  
1 1  /8 
BARB H U BERT, You're 
doing great assistant delegate. 
Your secret Panhel sis 
________ 1 1 /8 
Tegan , Hey baby Phi !  Have a 
fun weekend and take care 
while mom is out of town ! Love 
ya! JC 
________ 1 1  /8 
Tricia, Happy 22nd! ! You 
have fun but be careful when 
you get all those birthday hugs. 
(That head grease can really 
. sneak up on you ! )  D & M 
_________1 1 /8 
Sue Schmider, You're the 
best pledge trainer! Sigma 
Love and Mine, Andrea Allen 
_________1 1 /8 
M a r y  L e j a w a , 
CONG RATU LATIONS on 
winning the 1 st Annual tight 
jeans contest. You looked 
maahvalous! Too bad they also 
didn't have a banana eating 
contest! I Love You , Mama 
Banana. P.S.  Thanks for the 
"Special" d inner 
_________ 1 1 /8 
Kim , Have a fantastic break! 
You deserve it! Good Luck 
with everything . Tell me about 
it .  Wi l l  miss ya! JC . P .S .  Sorry 
about Wednesday n i g h t !  
Please forgive. 
________ 1 1  /8 
KATH I E  LAWLER and 
PATRICIA RAPKIN, Hey you 
bum labs! Just want you both 
to know how special you are . 
Thanks for being TAU rific 
friends. I Love Ya Both, 
Banana 
________ 1 1 /8 
Lisa and Mario n ,  Hey 
babies-you two are too cool !  
JC .  P.S. Want to get painted in 
obscene places again?! Ha! 
_________ 1 1 /8 
EIU Forensic's Team , Let's 
show 'em what we've got! 
Here's to Sweepstakes No. 1 . 
Go get 'em I . E 's .  
____ 1 1 /8 
Shawn-Sorry we lost the 
golf game, but I had ·a fun time 
losing. Kari 
________ 1 1 18 
Hey Lizard and the lzod 
Girls, What a super function! 
Watch out for Bad Glen ! ! Ha! 
JC 
________ 1 1  /8 
Duke , I think we let the dog 
out. See vou next Wed.-2 22 
'Q' 
. 
________ 1 1 /8 
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<Jl Announcements 
A L P H A  S I G M A  T A U  
LAMBDAS YOU ' RE T H E  
BEST! 
_________ _  1 1 /8 
<l Announce��"'" 
Pregnant? Need helJJ" 
Birthright cares. Free testing. 
348-855 1 Mon .'-Thurs. 9 : 00 -
a.m.-5 :00 p.m . ,  Fri . 9 : 00 a.m . -
SKIERS DON'T M I SS  THE 
BOAT! Ski Steamboat with 
Delta Sigma Pi! For info .  see ad 
in today's paper or call 58 1 -
5533. 
_,. 1 2 :00 p . m . 
________ 1 2/ 1 6 
________ 1 1  / 1 1 
CAROLE GEIMER : Happy 
20th! Are you ready for 20 
slammers? Love, your roomies 
1 1  /8 
-M-IS�S-M--OM--'S.,..-H""'o-M-=E--M-ADE?! 
PRSSA Bake Sale! ! Today 9-? 
East entrance Coleman Hall . 
Yum! 
----- ------ -- 1 1  /8 
DEL TA CHI wishes everyone 
a great weekend! 
____ 1 1 /8 
Mike, GET PSYCHED! ! Only 
3 more weeks til Thanksgiving 
Dinner with the best relatives 
and our folks . Your A-B (Al l ·  
Blood) brother, Paul 
_________ 1 1 /8 
LINDA P. and Face: You ' re 
the best parents a kid could 
ask for .  Let's get together soon 
and party 'Ii i no end. Love, 
Chr is .  P . S .  Where's the 
champagne?? 
________ 1 1 /8 • 
Debbie Pippit-Hope your 
week is going great and your 
weekend is even·bettE1r! ! Love, 
your secret sis 
_________ 1 1 /8 
ELLEN NEBGEN : Have a 
G R E A T  d a y !  Y o u ' r e  
AWESOME!  Love, your Secret 
Panhei Sis ! !  
________ 1 1  /8 
Amy Pacatte, I 'd love to be 
your special Sigma sis! Let's 
go out soon ! Love ya, Andrea 
Allen 
________ 1 1 /8 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA would 
l ike to wish SIGMA KAPPA a 
happy Founder's Day. 
_________ 1 1 /8 
Julie Stremlau , Have a great 
weekend. I hope it's a lot of 
fun ! Love, your secret sis 
_____ ___c. __ 1 1  /8 
Join us! Make gifts that mean 
more & cost less at the Craft 
Depot's Gift Work�hops. Come 
in or call :  58 1 -36 1 8 . 
._ 1 1 /8 
The Meat Puppets from 
Phoenix are coming Friday, 
November 1 5. Tickets or. sale 
at Mazuma Recordg with 
guest Recreational Bones. 
------ ---- .. __ 1 1  /8 
Mary Kay Cosmetics . Cal l 
Chris at 345-6 708 any.t ime. 
1 1  · 8  
TERI CONWAY: HAVE A 
GREAT WEEKEND. LOVE. 
YOUR SECRET SIS 
_______ 1 1 /8 -
RICH ERIKSON and TERRY 
M U E L L E R :  H o w  a b o u t  
;.;reakfast o n  Monday? Ha' 
Love , your A-Phi kids! 
______ 1 1 /8 
PIKES: We . had a swinqin' 
time in the jungle with you ! 
Thanks for a great function ! 
From , the DELTA ZETAS 
____ 1 1 /8 
ALPHA PHIS:  HAVE A 
GREAT WEEKEND! 
________ 1 1 /8 
Allison Smith-You are doing 
a great job with pledging and _ ­
you are the BEST kid .  Have a 
great day! Love, your mom , 
Karen 
_________ 1 1 /8 
Tammie Drazy: Have a great 
weekend! Phi Sig Love, your 
mom , Kris 
1 1  /8 
Shelly Moore: I sure will miss 
you this week! ! Thanks for 
always being there! Have a 
GREAT weekend! Love you , 
Kim 
_________ 1 1 /8 
S U S A N  D U N N ,  Happy 
Birthday! Hope you have a 
great day. LOVE, YOUR PHI 
SIG SISTERS 
________ 1 1 18 
by Berke Breathed 
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<J Announcements � Announcements <J: A nnouncemenrs t;;;J) Announcements <J" Announcemenls 
f.IG KAPS-Thanks for the 
qr&at bash! We wift have to go 
iJolfing again soon! THE SIGS 
·----=--1 1 /8 
PAM TATZ: Thanks for 
helping me get through the last 
2 weeks. You are the greatest 
nioml AS love, Debbie 
_______1 1 /8 
Pale body? Not at TROPICAL 
TANNING Students save 1 0% 
off regular prices. 234·7 1 4 1 . 
201 Richmond East, Mat· 
toon(West of W&J.Mart) . 
1 1 /26 
_RIT ___ A F=L-Y-NN,...,...:--:-:-You--=-·re the 
best! Have a good weekend! 
Love, your Iii' rascal. 
------�· 1 1 /8 
Lost Yt:XX Summer Tan 
please call 348-58 1 2  or stop 
by the Toodywlnkle Trio 
Suntan Salon to get It back. 
Located in the University 
Village. 
----_____,---1 1 /1 1 
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING'm 
M ILLER SHIRTS, HATS, 
W I N D B R E A K E R S  M A K E  
EXCELLENT GIFTS! CALL 
CARLA-348-047 1 .  
---=------::-':"""1 1 /8 
Dawn Testo: I'm looking 
forward to a great weekend in 
St. Louis with you. S.B.D.'s, � 
and rs, and T.C.'s. Lers make 
it great. Love, Dave 
_______ 1 1 /8 
$2.00 OFF 
with 2 ingredients 
� FREE qt. of COKE � 
SUNDAY NIGHT M U N· 
CHIES? DON'T FRET. AHA IS 
SPONSORING A CHIU DIN· 
N E R  S U N D A Y  F R O M  
4 :30P.M. • 6:00P.M. - AT 
LAWSON AND TAYLOR 
HALLS. BUY YOUR TICKERS 
FOR $2 AT LAWSON ,  
TAYLOR, ANDREWS, AND 
THOMAS HALLS, BE THERE! 
__________ 1 1 /8 
DELTA CHI'S-Be at Ike's 4 
o'clock. 
_______ 1 1 /8 
GET PSYCHED! ALPHA 
SIGMA TAU OPEN HOUSE IS 
COMING SOON, WATCH FOR 
MORE DETAILS. 
_______ 1 1 /8 
a��c. �'� 
==� 
u For del iveries only � 
� $ 7 . 45 w/coupon � 
� $9 . 4 5  w/out t'°"' 
Tonight 
Happy Hour 
ADDUCCI'S 
Pizza 
7 1  6 Jackson.  East ot Square 
Open 4 p . m  345-9 1 4 1 . 345-9393 
I l'oupi•n pu piua 
.. _SPECIA L--
3-6 
NIGHTHAWK 
DINER 
Open Late 
After Bars ! 
Bal loons!  
• Bouquets • 
For every 
Special Occasion 
�ob�m 'tl�owe/l ghop 
sog Je6f,elrson MS-7007 
CDDKI G 
PDP DOES IT GDDD. 
MOM. DOES IT BETTER. 
BUT GRANNY MAKES 
IT HAPPEN WHEN 
IT'S TIME TO FILL iflE PLATTER. 
JIMMY _ JOHN'S 
GOURMET SUBS 
''WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA'' 
45· 107 5 
Looking tor something you lost? * 
Lost/Found ads run FREE for three days 
* For Information, Call 581 -2814 * . .  
Lefs have a "Dancln' Good 
Time" at Andrews, 9th and 
East Hall's SEMI-FORMAL 
tonight at 8:001 ! !  Tickets sold 
at door, $3.00 each, 
_______ 1 1 /8 
Make someone's day! The 
"F.T.B. Pick-Me-Up" way! ! 
Only $ 1 7 . 50. Also assorted 
Sweetheart Roses, $9.95, at 
Noble's Flower Shop, across 
from Post Office . Call 345-
7007 , 
_______ 1 1 /8 
Lambda Chis: We are 
TOTALLY psyched for tonight! 
Lefs do it 50's style! Love, the 
Alpha Phis 
_______ 1 1 /8 
ALPHA GAMS & DATES: 
Formal 1 985 is here! ! MEET 
ME IN ST. LOUIS . . .  
_______ 1 1 /8 
Mark C. : Happy Birthday, 
HUBBY ! !  You've given me the 
best 4 months of marriage! I 
know the rest of our lives 
together will be just as won­
derful! You and me_ , .  I love 
you! Jana 
___ ......,.. ___ 1 1 /8 
CATHY OKEN: You are the 
best friend & roomie anyone 
could ask for. Thanks for 
everything sweetie! I hope that 
you have a wonderful 
weekend! Love ya! ! 
_______ 1 1 /8 
HEY E VERBOD Y; 
Deb Leff is legal and ready 
for the world, 
Happy 2 1 st Birthday Deb 
.Kabooki 
Tell someone you care 
with a c1ass1t1ea s 
an nou1 1cem en L 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
to welcome all of our 
chapters. It's great to see 
The weekend will be gr 
Need a place to c 
just to hang your hat? 
in the Daily Eastern 
classifieds! 
The Urtlv�rsi� of Georgia offers � gradua� pro;�� in w�ch 
your education wont Stop at the classroom OOOL 
• THE MASTER OF MARKETING RESFARCH 
• THE MASTER OF BRAND MANAGEMENT 
ln a year. you're interning as a salaried employee at a company hke 
Coca-Cola USA. SSC&B Lintas, Scott Paper Company. or 
A. C. Nielsen Co. Combine that with 9 rronths of .classroom study . 
and you have unrivaled preparation for a successful career. . Admission is selective and competition _is _
stiff. So, look into !t today . 
S6,000 scholarships are available for qualifying applicants. 
- - - - - - - - · - - ..... - - -
I �=tyof�Markrting� I 
I )�7 Brooks Hall Please send me complete mformaoon on )IUW • I Uruvrrs1ty of �a . 0 Master of Marke� Research 
I f.thcns. GA 3060'.l ·o Master of Brand Managrmlent I Namr l'lxwY -------� 
I Scrcct Apr I 
� � � . .  L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....1 
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ewcomers key for 
wrestlers ' success 
ach Ralph McCausland has 
some new faces to his for­
ble wrestling lineup and en­
. s hopes of improving on last 
's 5-5 dual meet record . 
ausland will get a chance to 
his newcomers compete when 
Panthers begin their season 
day at East Lansing, Mich . ,  in 
ichigan State Invitational . 
We are a better team going up 
(Michigan) than we were last 
:' McCausland said . "We are 
to go up there and get in the 
of it-use the meet as an eye­
r to see what we need to work 
cCausland will have five 
lers who will be in an Eastern 
orm for the first time to go 
with a steady group of 
ing lettermen anchored by 
rs Chris McFarland and Ozzie 
r. 
se newcomers will include 
und senior Todd Sterr, a 
-time national qual ifier and 
fer from Louisiana State 
ersity , and his brother Craig , a 
man , who will be wrestling in 
1 1 8-pound hole. Todd Sterr 
f erred because LSU dropped 
their program this summmer. 
McCausland. will also have 
Lincoln College transfer Demetrius 
Harper, a two-time junior college 
All-American, in the heavyweight 
slot for the first time. The other two 
newcomers are freshman Dean 
Souder ( 1 34) and Robert Kelly 
( 1 90) . 
Besides McFarland ( 1 58),  and 
Porter ( 1 77), Eastern 's  lineup for 
Saturday will include Keith Presley 
( 1 42), Chris Simcox ( 1 50) and Keith 
Gengler or Marty Molina at 1 67 .  
Molina was a last-second question 
mark because of a minor ankle 
injury. 
The Panthers took fourth place at 
the Michigan State Invite last year , 
but McCausland thinks they can do 
better this time around . 
" I  think we can improve on last 
year's  finish ,"  McCausland said . 
" It ' s  still early in the year and most 
of the teams' lineups are still spotty, 
so with a good showing there is a 
chance we could get second . ' '  
McCausland said that h e  expects 
the host Spartans and also Indiana 
State and Central Michigan to be 
among the meet favorites, but 
Eastern Michigan , Ferris State , 
Notre Dame .and Brockport State 
will also be in attendance. 
kers eager to plunge 
wake of new season 
n's  swim team will start off its 
with a Saturday dual meet 
Vincennes Junior College . 
rn coach Ray Padovan said 
h Vincennes is  a junior college, 
ranked third nationally last 
and i s  a very competitive team . 
is meet doesn ' t  really count ,"  
n said . " Losing the  meet won ' t  
her team later in the  season and 
y much see it as an exhibition 
ovan said he feels confident 
his team this year . 
e are a large number of 
an on the team who have a lot 
ential , and they need a little 
ent to the college program, "  
n said . 
mers who are just out of high 
school must adjust because .the college 
season is longer than the high school 
season, Padovan said . 
One area where the men 's  team is 
lacking is in backstroke. 
Padovan said there is no one on the 
team who can swim the 100-yard 
backstroke faster than a minute . 
"That will j ust about eliminate our 
medley relay because we need someone 
who can swim it  in about 55  seconds ,"  
Padovan said . 
The men ' s  team will have a 
backstroker second semester, but he 
has to clear transfer requirements 
before he can swim on the team . 
Padovan said the women 's  team is  
more balanced than the men' s  team, 
but they are smaller in number . 
Padovan said traditionally more 
women leave the team early in the 
FRIDAY-''!V-oRYGR-AND , , 
Exciting & Danceable Top 4 0  Rock-N-Roll 
1 6 oz . g lass 8 S"' AMARETTO 5$ SUD OR OLD STYLE �STONE SOU R  
GET IN FOR *1 °0 from 8-1 0 w I cou on 
SATURDAY ·rw11SDTJACI' 
Lead Singer Stacy Doty has recorded in Nashville! . 
5"' 16 oz . glass as• GIN/VODKA ,, OLD STYLE/OLD MIL �1 COLLINS 
GET I N  FOR s1 00 ·trom 8-1 O w/coupon 
'Sweep 
Spi kers fal l  to Kansas 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor 
LAWRENCE , . Kan . -Eastern ' s  
volleyball team continued its down­
ward slide Thursday night by falling 
prey to the Kansas Jayhawks in a three­
game sweep . 
Kansas knocked off the Panthers 1 5-
6, 1 5- 1 1 and 1 5-9, dropping Eastern's 
record to 1 4- 1 5  on the season. 
The · loss marked the first time all 
year that the Panthers have been under 
the . 500 m'ark . Eastern has now lost 
five consecutive matches and 10 of its 
last 13 outings . 
The victory moved the Jayhawks to 
1 5- 1 0  on the year . 
" It was another case of just not 
executing, ' '  Eastern coach Betty 
Ralston said.  "We had the .op­
portunities but we· just couldn't 
capitalize .on them. We missed too 
many crucial serves in games two and 
three . "  
"They (Kansas) had two strong 
outside hitters that hurt us, " Ralston 
added. 
Junior outs ide - hitter Maura 
LeFevour paced Eastern's offense with 
eight kills. The Oak Park product also 
collected two block solos and one 
block assist .  
Senior middle blocker Lori Berger 
contributed six kills to the Panthers ' 
effort. 
Senior co-captains Misty Buckhold 
and Judy Plano� added five kills and 
one block solo each . 
Freshman LeAnn Thomas, starting 
at setter in a 5- 1  -offensive allignment , 
dished oui 25 assi sts . 
" LeAnn played fairly well for us , "  
DELTA SIG M A  Pl 
pre!>e nh 3 rd a nnual  
COLLEGE DA '{5 I N 
Ralston said . " She didn't  hurt us m · ;'. · 
front row because of her lack of size <> 
foot-4) . _ 
"She had some good , quick sets on 
serve-receive, "  Ralston added. 
Eastern actually had chance� 1 0  w i n  
games two and three . In both contec,1 � .  
the Panthers were locked i n  8-8 und 
then 9-9 ties. 
Booters_ trom page 1 2  
end of  the spectrum , sporting a 2 - 1 3 - 1  
overall record, 0-4 i n  the confero::nce . 
UIC's offense this season ha;; seldom 
been seen . The Flames have scored a 
total of four goals ,  two of those 
against Division I I I  North Park 
College in UIC's 2-1 victory on 
Monday. 
Despite the Flames' horrible season,  
Mosnia said he wil l  not take this  game 
lightly. "I know they haven 't  won a 
conference match, but that doesn' t  
mean a whole lot sometimes, "  he said . 
' ' I  know thei r players wil l  be fired up 
for this game, if for nothing else to 
play the role of spoiler.  But if we play 
the way we ' re capable of playing, we 
will win the title outright . "  
Since the playoff hopes look dim for 
the Panthers, Saturday's game could 
possibly be the last game for senior 
captains Paul Kelly, Rick Lansing and 
Neil Swindells . 
Usually, the first two or three teams 
can expect to be selected for postseason 
play, Mosnia said . 
Mosnia said he would like to see the 
student body show support by at- · 
tending the game and watching . the 
seniors , who have dedicated themselves 
to Eastern 's  soccer program. 
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TO SIG N UP 
.· 
• 
. '�· 
,. I . 
OR FOR MORE INFO 
CONTACT CHRIS 58 1 -5533 
OR JEFF 581 -287 1 
OR SUE 345-2989 Don't Miss the Boat!! 
Make your reservations now! 
. COMPARED TO OTHER SKI AREAS, 
STEAMBOAT IS THE PLACE TO BE OVER WINTER BREAK. 
FILLED WITH STUDENTS FROM ALL OVER THE NA TJON, 
TT'S A GREAT TIME YOU DON7 WANT TO MISS. 
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Panthers seek u pset of Gateway leader U N I  
By JEFF LONG 
Sports editor 
One · could safely conclude that 
Northern Iowa has had all the pieces 
fall in the right places this season.  
UN I-Dome new 
to Panthers 
The purple Panthers are 7 - 1 , ranked 
fi fth in Division I -AA and have all but Eastern's football team wil l  move inside for Saturday's game when the Panthers hit the cl inched a post-season playoff berth . artificial turf of Northern Iowa's UNI-Dome. 
All those accomplishments seemed The modem 1 6 .400 capacity dome will be 
at least another year away at season's n e w  t o  Eastern players. Only two Panthers have 
s tart. Northern Iowa had only 10 played in the UNI-Dome. 
. 
Not only does it present problems in terms of sen iors on a youth-dominated team. footing and noise level-Northern Iowa has won 
So much for lack of experience. 1 3  straight at the UNI-Dome and Eastern is 0-4 
" You could say this team is gelling a on the road this season .  
l i t t le bit  ahead of schedule, " UNI " Being in a n  indoor arena, t h e  biggest problem 
·:ua<.:h Darrel l Mudra understated . will be the noise level , "  Eastern coach Al Molde said. "Our players have responded with UNI ceach Darrell Mudra countered, "football 
confidence and each week we've is a game of movement and I think the surface 
become stronger. ' '  will be a real factor ."  
h h · Defensive end Tom Moskal and cornerback The purple Pant ers ave picked up Brian Newby are the only two Panthers to have more steam with every game. After an played there before, and both offer different 
opening game loss to Drake, UNI has views. 
reeled off seven straight wins, the latest "I don't think the artificial turf will present any 
a t 5-3 triumph over Illinois State to problem," Moskal said. "But the air inside there 
stay atop the Gateway Conference at 4- is real dry, so it might be hard breathing at first. " "Last time we played there I couldn't get any 
0.  . footing, my shoes kept coming off and the 
Eastern will attempt to corrall the carpet is kind of sticky," Newby said. "Ifs real 
UNI  express Saturday in its final flat but I think it will make everybody a l ittle 
·faster." conference game when the two teams Noise is the Panthers' biggest.concern. clash in the UNI-Dome. Kickoff is 7 "The last time we played up there it wasn't that 
p .m.  big of a game an d  there weren't that many 
The Panthers , 5-4 overall and 2-2 in people there," Moskal said. "This year It should 
the Gateway, are a tremendous un- be packed. The noise could be a problem for �(quarterback Sean) ' Payton calling audibles . but dqrdog,. ,a �ole , which has been to their not for the defense. "  advaDtage lately. "The Inside is noisy, but they'll (UNI) be in the 
" Being given litt le chance to win . same situation, "  f'.!ewby said. . · 
isn't  a factor, " Eastern coach Al But, warned Mudra, "if you want to change 
Molde said. ' 'We don't  put much stock plays at the line of scrimma!)e ifs tough. "  
in that . What we do in the game is what 
. 
· -Jeff Long 
EDWIN GOODRIDGE I Staff photogr matters . '"  
The contest will feature the 
Gateway' s  top quarterbacks in 
Eastern 's  Sean Payton and Northern 
Iowa's Mike Smith.  The two are also 
the league leaders in total offense. 
and Banks from being successful," 
Mudra said.  " Nobody has stopped 
them.  I just hope that at' the, end of the 
game we have more points \ than they 
Northern M ichigan's Aaron Powell ( 2 7 )  fails to hold a pass in last weekend' 
2 7 - 1 2 Eastern win at O'Brien Stadium as Panther cornerback Ed Nailon (4 
applies defensive pressure. The Panthers travel to · the UNI-Dome to batt 
Gateway Confer�nce-leading Northern Iowa Saturday in Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
do." : time controlling ; UN l 's  balanced of- t hers ' chances for a first-round bye 
fense, which averages upwards of 4 1 4  which concerns Mudra. Payton, who was red-shirted' by • 
Mudra as a freshman, came back to \ 
haunt his former coach last year when 
he threw for 4 1 2  yards and three 
touchdowns. 
UNI leads the GatewaY, in total 
defense and is · the stingiest, yielding 
only 1 4.3 points a contest. To combat 
this, Molde says the Panthets' success 
on first down will be crucial. . 
yards a game. The Panthers are second I t ' s  not in the mii:td of the Panthers 
to last in points and yardage allowed. however, who claim they' re going t 
"W� need to keep them out of their · the UNI-Dome with the sole pui"po 
tempo," defensive coordinator Larry of fattening their win column . 
Two of those scoring strikes went to 
wide receiver Roy Banks. This year the 
duo has been equally succesful , so 
Mudra is rightfully concerned for his 
defense. 
. "The key for us wil l  be first down, 
even more so because we're a passing 
team, "  the third-year coach said. "If  
we do well i t  opens up a 1 lot more 
opportunities . ' '  
Edlund said. " I f  we get them i n  non- "We're going i n  there t o  win, not t 
regular type downs we'll have. a better spoil , "  said cornerback Brian Newby 
idea of what they'l l  do. ' '  "We don' t  care if they're in th 
Although a UNI loss Saturday · playoffs or not. What we care about · 
would not likely knock it from the · . what the scoreboard says . "  
" I  don ' t  think w e  can keep Payton Eastern will have an equally difficult . playoffs, it may kill the purple Pan-
. By DQBlE"�LAND 
. Staff writer - · · · .. Easterrt•s Soc:cer·· team will close its regular 
season at 2 · p,m. Saturday at Lakeside Field 
against a s.tria.Qftng Illinois-Chicago team. 
A victory for the 1 0-5- 1 Panthers would �t 
least give �ch; Cizo Mosnia one of his season 
objective9-an· undefeated Association Mid­
Continent. Conference Universities record and 
the undisputed conference title . 
Eastern i$ 3� in "the AMCU, blanking two of ·  
· three conference opponents; 1 -0 over Wisconsin 
Green Bay and Cleveland State, last year's 
conference champion. The Panthers ·also · topped 
Western Illinois: 2· l . 
Meanwhile. UIC has performed on the other 
(See BOOTERS, page 1 1) 
Cagers ready for horn� exhibition 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor 
After three weeks of preseason practice Eastern's 
men's basketball team is ready to go against someone 
other ti}an each itself. 
The Panthers will get an opportunity to do that in 
a 7 :30 p.m.  Saturday exhibition game against the 
Fort Hood Tankers in Lantz Gym. All Eastern 
students will be admitted free of charge with an l . D  . 
"I 'm really . looking forward to Saturday's game," 
Eastern center Kevin Duckworth said. "I 'm tired of 
practice. It will give us a chance to see where we stand 
as a team, and where I stand as an individual. " 
Eastern coach Rick Samuels is viewing the game in 
much the same manner as Duckwortli. 
"There is no question that it's · good to play 
exhibitions,"  Samuels said . "This game will be a 
measure :or where we are right now. We want to play 
according to what's dictated in the game ."  
Fort Hood i s  a U.S .  Army-based team that plays a 
year-round schedule. The Tankers, who play a .  
number of junior colleges, have already played 
Bishop College of Dallas, Pan American and Texas­
Arlington. 
"Very early in the season, they were a very guard-
oriented team, "  Samuels said . "They also have go 
size. They have a couple people 6-9 and some 6-8 . "  
Samuels also indicated that as many as 10 Panthe 
are likely to see action. Senibrs Duckworth ,  Jo 
Collins and Doug Crook along with sophomo 
Norm Evans will comprise the Eastern starting Jin 
· up, with the power forward slot yet to be determin 
Evans, who will be taking over point guard fro 
Troy Richardson, is anxious to begin his new role. 
"Basically, my role will be getting the ball up t 
court and into the hands of Kevin Duckworth, J 
Collins and Doug Crook, "  Evans said. "My role · 
running the offense. I don't have to score. ' '  
· Duckworth, meanwhile, realizes that he also has 
new role this season-one of being a team leader. 
"Since I 've been here, I 've never had to be a t 
leader because there's always been someone else t 
lead us, " Duckworth said. "But this year I have t 
do it, and that's  hard because I tend to get down . 
. "I  can' t  do that this year. I have to set an examp 
for the freshmen. "  
Eastern opens" its regular season a t  7:30 p.m. No 
23 with a home game against Illinois Tech in Lan 
Gym. 
' '  : :. , • •  : • :. 1 : : , .: T:Ti ':. • re· ; � 1 ..... :... ••• • • • • • • • 
NutraSweet® is good news for sweet tooths 
ro is not the only invention of the 80's . 
other development, which has been 
ps the most successful answer to 
ca's sweet (but calorie conscious) 
, is the evolution of NutraSweet® . 
a reference guide which Searle Food 
urces ,  I nc . , · the producer of 
Sweet® , distributes are facts on the 
sugar substitutes .  
NutraSweet® has a clean , sweet taste 
gar.. . 
It sweetens without adding calories .and 
ut a bitter aftertaste . 
t of all , it can be used in many of the 
products that traditionally contain sugar 
harin . 
ame (the scientific chemical name 
utraSweet® ) was discovered , as many 
tions are , by accident. A Searle chemist 
testing an ulcer drug and licked his 
to discover an amazingly . sweet taste . 
That was in 1965. 
After more than 100 scientific ex­
periments, aspartame was approved by the 
Food and Drug Administration in July 198 1 . 
Today NutraSweet® appears in at least 4;0 
products and is available in about 40 coun­
tries . 
Howard Black, an organic chemist at 
Eastern , explained why NutraSweet® is so 
popular . 
"The reason it is so good compared to ar­
tificial sweeteners is that it is made from two 
amino ac!ds (aspartame and phenylalnine) 
that are in the body anyway . It is a 
coincedence that the two together are sweet. 
I use it all the time . "  
NutraSweet® is 180 times sweeter than ­
sugar, so a smaller amount is needed fo pro­
duce the same sweetness. 
For example, a 12-ounce soft drink serving 
contains around 145 calories . The same size 
soft drink with NutraSweet® has one to ,four 
calories. 
· But the controversial question arises: is 
Nutrasweet® safe for everyday consump­
tion? 
Kathy Grisolano, dietician at Sarah Bush 
Lincoln Health Center said , "It is safe in 
mod�ration .  The side effects detected in use 
may have been caused from other things . "  
The "side effects" Grisolano spoke of, such 
as headaches and fainting, are disputed by 
the FDA investigators who tested 
NutraSweet® 
An example of their conclusion is that a 
" 132-pound adult would have to consume 
six and one half gallons of an aspartame 
sweetened beverage in a single ! sitting to suf-
fer any lll-effects. "  ; 
"Some cynics think the FDA has turned 
their backs because it's a tremendous product 
for Searle ," Black said . "I don't feel the panic 
button should be pushed . "  . 
It cis common knowledge that sugar is the ' 
initiator in many cavitites in teeth, but how 
(See NUTRA, page 3) 
Ted's Warehouse 
Ivory Grand will be playing Friday 
and Whiskey on Saturday at 9 p .  m .  
Page One Tavern 
That Hope will be playing Friday 
S_ua, _____ _ 
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lisa Albarran 
Assistant . . . . . . . .  Michel le Muel ler 
Photo Editor . . . . . . . .  Michael Sitarz 
Art Director . . . . . . . .  Becky Michael 
and The Digits on Saturday at 8:30 . 
p . m  . .  
The Subway 
The Announcements will be play­
Ing Sunday at 8 p. m .  
Movies 
Sliver Bullet 
Showings at 7 and 9 p . m .  on Fri­
day and Saturday. Sunday at 2 and 
7 :30 p . m .  at Wlll Rogers. Rated R .  
· Commando 
Showings at 7 : 10 and .9: 10 p .m .  
Friday and Saturday. Sunday at  2 
and 7 i30 p . m .  at Will Rogers. Rated 
R.  
Remo Williama 
Showings at 5, 7 : 15 and 9 :20 
p .m.  on Friday and Saturday. Sun­
day at 2, 5 and 7 : 10 p . m .  at Time In 
Mattoon. Rated PG- 13. 
Better Off Dead 
Showings at 5:05, 7 :05 and 9:05 
p .m.  Friday and Saturday. Sunday 
at 2 :05, 5 :05 and 7 :05 p . m .  at Time 
In Mattoon . Rated PG . 
Death Wiah 3 
Showings at 5:05, 7 :05 and 9:05 
p . m .  on Friday and Saturday. Sun­
day at 2 :05,  5 :05 and 7 :05 p .m.  at 
Cinema 3 in Mattoon . Rated R.  
Transylvania 6-5000 
Showtngs at 5 : 10, 7 : 10 and 9: 10 
p .m.  Friday and Saturday. Sunday 
at 2: 10, 5: 15 and 7 : 10 p . m .  at 
Cinema 3 in Mattoon . Rated PG . 
That.Was Then, Thia la Now 
Showings at 5 ,  7 : 15 and 9 :20 
p .m.  Friday and Saturday. Sunday 
at 2, 5 an� 7 : 15 p . m .  at Cinema 3 in 
Mattoon. Rated R.  
�-1--------------------
The cover of this week's Verge is a 
col lage of NutraSweet products. 
Univer�ity Board plans 
activities for . .  students 
By JOHN PROCTOR S� writer 
This weekend will kick off a wide 
variety of activities for Eastern students 
at the University Union . 
Friday the movie "Ghostbusters" will 
be shown In the Grand Ballroom at 
6 : 30 and 9 p . m .  Tickets are $ 1  and will 
be available at the door, ·said Laurie Mc­
Carthy , Subway Coordinator . .  
They will begin Sunday night at the 
Subway where a live band will be 
featured . 
The Subway will be open from 8 p . m .  
to 1 1  p . m .  with the local band "The An-
nouncements" playing many of today's 
Top 40 hits . 
"It's a good band to dance to,"  Mc­
Carthy said . 
There are also many activities on the 
agenda for next week. 
At the video tape lounge, "Blame it 
on Rio" will be featured throughout the 
week. 
Wednesday, the Informative movie 
"Everything You Always Wanted to 
Know About Sex" will be shown In the 
Grand Ballroom . Tickets are $1 at the 
Union Box Office . 
The Dally 
Eastern News 
is all you· n eed 
to keep a float 
of what's happenin g  ! 
u•••• 
SAlf PllCIS lfflCTIVI 
lllDA Y ·SAYUIDA Y ·SUH DAY 
Walker's 
Del uxe 
8 VEAR OLD 
BOURBON 
750 Ml 5�9 
Mr. Boston 
Peach 
Strawberr y 
Apple 
Nutcracker 
750 Ml 
449 
2 19 
LEROUX 
lrlsh Cream 
Liqueur 
750 Ml 
7'' 
-::=:
.::,...� ' 
-� 
J&B � 1,·i' . I  SCOTCH � .�<:. : ,
750 Ml ifi:; 8'' �:  
Southern 
Comfort 
Ca lvert 
Extra 
750 ML 
5s9 
DIAMOND 
WINE 
COOLER 
7 50 Ml 
5'' 
· TAST ING 
FRI .  & SAT. 4 to 8 
East Side & Gate Way 
SPECIAL PRICE 2 99 
6 PACK-7 Oz. 
ICE COLD 
N'ATURAL LIGHT 
Tastes Great . . . . . . .  
Leu Money 
1 69 
,, .. 
,o"• 
Canadian 
Club 
750 Ml 
719 
24 
.r4�TROHS /I . l 2 PACK p�' ,,.. 429 
v- - o-
MILWAUKEE 1 851 
Established Miiwaukee 1151  
Introductory 
Special 1 49 
6 PACK CANS 
et9 effect tooth decay? 
n Dental Association has 
ment that says " . . . aspar­
on-cariogenic (didn't cause 
laboratory animals . "  
· , who are unable to use 
dangerous health resons, 
is a major breakthrough . 
betics to use food and 
ucts without the aftertaste 
and with fewer calories and 
s. 
shows that those who suffer 
ylketonuria , an inherited 
hich phenylalnine , one of 
ds of NutraSweet® , can- . 
lize the acid . Use of 
, In that case , may cause 
ation in infants . 
I see NutmSweet® , it is 
ngle most popular additives 
ced and definitely the only 
ve ever advertised , "  Black 
would agree . 
3 8  
· �  
f 
i 
substitute) totaled $585 million . · !. 
Black predicts, " . . .  the cost will drop ' � 
some as saccharin optimizes the pro- ' �  
cess ."  � 
Because the substance breaks dowr. � 
chemicals when · heated,  anothe: � 
drawback of NutraSweet® is that it can- � 
not be used as an ingredient in cooking.  � 1 Diane Halman , a representative of "' 
Searle , commented on NutraSweet® 's "11 .. 
limitations , "It is recommended that it g: 
not be used for cooking because over a :< 
prolonged time ,  the sweetness wili be f 
lost . There are no harmful chemicals in � 
the heating of aspartame . "  c::r � It is expected that  s ince  .°" 
NutraSweet® is more expensive than � 
sacchrin and does not have saccharin's g: 
bitter aftertaste , the two will be combin-
ed to form a less expensive but yet 
tasteful sugar replacement. 
' Top of the Roe' s 
, , Saturday Night! 'Coca-Cola signed a contract be worth an estimated $50 
year with Searle for 
to be used in Diet Coke . 
iscovery of NutraSweet® is 
to have a value of $900 
New Nestle Quick is one of the many sugar free products sweetened with 
NutraSweet® brand sweetener. 
Bloomington's own. That Hope is an 
act difficult to catagorize. It is very easy, 
however, to enjoy. Once you listen to a tUne put through That Hope's energy-mill, 
or witness their ironic (almost comic) 
ratories in Dayton , Ohio, 
roduct comparable to 
on the market called 
A Ross representative said , "It was 
discontinued because it really didn't 
sell . "  
Perhaps the greatest strike against 
NutraSweet® is it's cost to the con-
Gas Up Your Credit::=:===t 
with MARATHON 
* SENIORS * 
utomatically Approved!! !  
Apply for a Marathon Petroleum 
Company Credit Card 
At The Union Walkway 
0-3 : 00 -THURSDA Y OR FRIDAY 
Sponsored by EIU AMA Chapter�===t 
sumer. 
In December 1983 , it was reported 
that aspartame cost 20 times (85/lb) 
that of saccharin . In 1984, the sales of 
NutraSweet® and Equal (a table sugar 
idelivery in peraon , music never seems 
1quite the same. ' ' 
W EST END WORLD 
Jul , 1 985 
J!666666666666666666666666� 
4t flhe Italian lakery : . : I d:uaoia · :  
= li&7 llncotn spagl1etti �OU.Sf 3 4 8-7 7 7 7  = 
41 THE ITALIAN BAKERY MENU ft. 
ti fresh laked Br-cl ( 16" loaf) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , • . . . . . . . •  75 flt Made & Baked From $Crotch .. 4t Garlic Br-cl (whole loaf) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .50 
· 4J (half loaf) · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  15 lit 
4t Gondola (whole) ham, salomi, lettuce & Cheese on o 16" 1oof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50 lit 
4t LaGobbl��:�,;j �:� ;���� �.;_;; �;� !.�i;�·,���� �;,;;��� . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  � ::: .. 
41 LaGobbler Deluxe (hall) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .  2.25 lit 
..t!!t Turkey with ham, swiss cheese & mayo. It's Deluxe t9o. -.c American ... , (half) . . . . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . . . .  2.45 W 
ct �.:':! .�:h�=�old with cri•p lettuce � �a.yo ketc.hup. � . . . . . . . . .  US .. 
ct LaSub Supreme (holl) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25 181-41 Hom, salami, American cheese. tomato, lettuce & red onions. s ..& PIZlla Br-cl . . . . ��.��t with.moy� o'. t� ou.t hou�� .o lt's Gr�t ! . . . . . . . . . 1 .25 � a hall loaf of fre5h served open faced with our •peciol souce ond 
,. 
cheese. toasted. 
ti Ham & Ch- Sliced hom & Americoncheese. served hot . . . . . . . . . . 1 .75 
41 Italian M-tbal l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '. . . . . . . . .
. . . .  2.45 
on 8" lool 5tulfed with meatballs, smother.cl in  souce ond 
co-ed with cheese. baked. ct Pizza Burger . . . . . . . .  . 
..Al Italian sausage. grMn peppers. mushrooms and onions. covered • with sauce ond topped with cheese . 
..at Hallan ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.C Leon roast bff  with a hint of spoghelli souce ond cour5t 
= peperocinis. With cheese . 
. . 2 . 5S 
. .  2.55 
. . 2.70 
2'.45 
• 
larbeque Stromball . .  . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . 
seasoned meat. grHn peppers ond onion•. tangy 880 
sauce and <Mese of course ! 
• Gyr��ii;.;,;.;i�;,y·,;;�t�iih ;.;.i��;: i�,��. �,;.i�;.;,1 �ii� ��� (��.;;,;i;_;; ���j 
2.55 
..as "Lii" Pizza (die...) . . . (7 inch pie-mode 10 order) . . . .  . .  . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . .  . .  . . . . . . . .  1 .15 • 15' each item: !l'ff" pepper, onions. mushroom. 
I 
extio cheese and meats 25' 
PASTA 
2.tt 
I 
'11 Gallon Spaghetti Spaclal . . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  . .  . . . . .  . .  . .  . for corryout-9t't 24 ounces of meat sauce c-ed with 
naodlet. -..ght to feed ' people. 
lpapettl �I.carte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .75 noadlH and - - only. 
Spe .... ttl Dinner . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,35 - -iy - and  naadles. salad and half laal al garlic bread 
.. keel .,...._ttl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . us 
• ,_ al  ...... peppers. onions, """"'-· io,...I with - - - bobd wlthcheolol 
Cltlhla lp• .... ttl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  ts 
RAVIOLI 
. 
a.wloll % O.llon 11·1 1apOlld 1t -W- 0 1ot. - -" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.65 
hvloll .Dfnner you "'- · ..W Olld ..,tlc breod  · · · · · · · · · · ·  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.55 
.. llewloll' Ale Carte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.tS . dlllc-. 111119 -' polliel llollocl ln - -. speclll -. 
. IXTltAS 
.......... . . . .... ... --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , 'S.lecl . . .  w1111-...., ....... . 11·1 11o11.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS 
Chel Wecl  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.SI 
... .. ...... ,.,,..... . ..... .....,, ....... Olld two klndl al  .... . 
Dll NKS 
120. . •  
160&. M 
:110& • •  JI 
•• 
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f Movie-goers tefreshed by ' After Hours ' 
z 
! =rm� GAYDOS 
�; It's a true oddity that "After Hours," 
& the new film by skittish movie-maker � Martin · Scorsese, made It to the 
::: Cinema triplex In Mattoon. . ; Playing alongside two "Rambo" : look-alike flicks, "Stand Alone" and 
• "Death · Wish Ill ," "After Hours" E r- comes across as a breath of fresh air in 
the movie-wasteland that the 
Charleston/Mattoon area seems to be 
becoming. 
But then again , the film was made 
for only four million dollars, a small 
sum when compared to the average 
film tab of around- $20 million. 
"After Hours" focuses on Paul 
Hackett (Griffin Dunne) , a word­
processer operator in mid-town New 
York . He's bored with his job, has no 
social life , and his capacity for 5exual 
frustration is nearing a breaking point. 
As the film opens, he's training 
Bronson ("Risky Business") Pinchott, 
and while Plnchott rattles on to Paul 
about what he'd rather be doing, Paul 
mentally does the same thing. 
Here, Scorsese seizes the moment 
to pan the camera around the vast ex­
panse of the office, giving us an idea 
of just how interested Paul is in his 
work and his exsistence. 
Later that evening, at an all-night 
coffee shop, Paul meets a flirtatious 
blonde named Mc:ircy (Rosanna Ar­
quette) . After talking for a bit, she 
gives him her number and teils him to 
give her a call later on. 
On his way to see her, his cab fare 
(a $20 bill) flys out the window due to 
TageOne�r . 
MEET THE BAND 
PARTY!  
FRl &SAT 
Band buys FREE 
Beer until they start! 
Doors OPEN! 8:30-9 . m . 
$2 all you can drink 
• WITH LIVE BAND 
THA T HOPE 
Editor's Note: The number In the card 
that the man above holds represents 
how the critic viewed the movie. This 
scale runs from one to 10, with one 
being the worst and 10 the best. 
the driver's frenzied pace . 
When he gets there, she's not 
home-but her roommate .Kiki (Linda 
Fiorentino) , a papier- mache 
sculptress, lets him in . 
The piece of "art" she's "sculpting" 
is , (as Paul says) "a sort of three­
dimensional interpretation" of the 
famed painting "The Scream" - a  
man o n  his knees, palms raised claw­
like in the air , with an agonized ex­
pression on his face . 
While scrutinizing the piece, Paul 
happens to notice-glued in with the 
rest of the paper- his $20 bill . 
This marks the start of a relentless 
chain of mysteriously black ironies 
·· that litter the film . . .  from recurring 
death-head emblems to scars, such as 
the bum marks Arquette seems so 
eager to conceal . 
After Paul leaves Arquette (who 
finally comes home) , she overdoses 
�--------- · -- - - ----- .... �-�-··-
on Seconal, and he embarks on an 
all-night odyssey, becoming involved 
with women who are even stranger 
than Marcy or Kikl. Along the way, he 
gets framed for everything from 
murder to burglary. 
It seems as If Scriptwriter Joseph 
Minion is trying to make us see Paul as 
the put-upon Everyman. Unfor­
tunately, Dunne is far too frenzied an 
actor for this . 
At times, he has a Dudley Moore 
type quality-but without the spon­
taneity or ability to ad-lib as the comic 
does. Dunne takes himself too 
seriously . 
The only time we really empathize 
with Paul is when, stuck in downtown 
Soho at 3 a . m .  without a cent, he 
drops to his knees (in the exact posi­
tion of Fiorentino's sculpture) and 
screams "Why is this happenung to 
me? I'm only a word-processer, for 
God's sake . "  
The strength of "After Hours" relies 
on the solidity of the supporting 
play.czrs , and Scorsese's savvy camera 
work . 
Teri Garr plays Julie , a cocktail 
waitress with a bee-hive hairdo who 
still listens to the Monkees. She takes 
Paul in out of the rain , and drops ob­
vious hints of seduction . 
. When he balks, she launches into. a 
schizophrenic tirade . Garr is probably 
one of the best actresses who play 
nervous/ compulsive types . When she 
goes off the deep end, the electricity 
felt by Paul can be felt by the au-
dience . · 
Ace comedienne Catherine 
("SClV'') O'Hara also provides some 
of the film's best moments. 
When she Invites Paul up to use her 
phone, the first thing she says is "I 
drive a Mr. Softie ice cream truck," 
and before he can get a word out, she 
adds quickly, (with more than a dash 
of paranoia) "It's not boring. "  
A s  the film progresses, the paranoia 
increases and the situations get more 
exaggerated. 
Scorsese's camera relates this, as It 
darts frantically down streets and 
zooms in , utilizing both grotesque 
close-ups and clever little dissolves . 
A good example of Scorsese's 
playfulness is the scene where Kiki 
tosses the apartment keys down to 
Paul, and we get a 3-D like sensation 
of them landing right on our face . The 
ridiculously sped up taxi-cab ride Paul 
takes is another . 
"Where does all this lead?" you 
may be asking yourself. Good ques­
tion . 
Screenwriter Minion originally 
wrote "After Hours" as an assignment 
when he was a graduate student at 
C o l u m b i a  U n i v e r s i t y ' s f i l m  
school- and it shows. O n  the surface , 
it looks like a bunch of bizarre , highly­
glossed short-subjects edited together. 
The film does have more to it than 
that, but you have to look closely to 
spot it , and most movie-goers-let's 
face it- don't go to the show for a 
mental exercise . 
Scorsese makes it enjoyable 
though , and even if you don't "get" 
the thematic crux of the film , there's 
still a lot of technique to enjoy . 
EIU Panther Marching Band 
In Concert 
TONIGHT at 1 : ao p. m .  
Dvorak Concert Hall 
FREE Admission 
1 ;  
The most common instruments tn· 
bluegrass are the accoustlc guitar. the 
five Siring banjo, the upright bass fld· 
die, the fiddle, the volgro and the 
manCloftn . . 
8laegrw ls quite different &om 
modem country music. For lnslllnc:e, 
the songs that are .une are different. 
"The songs have. a blllbdly sound. 
to them,." EDls said. 
"Some. of the music is played real- · 
ly fast, and you have to be really 
qulck to play weU," he sald. 
AU th4t musk: In bluegrass ts played 
by ear, cPtd thed't no·tet format. 
. -.W41:� 8lt dOwQ an4 mt � 
ti;g," �tJdd. 
Ellis said 30 years ago country 
music and bluegrass were quite 
similar. 
"Through the years country music 
chan� tn order to keep a large au­
dience, " Ellis said. 
Am0119 the changes are the use of 
dl'umt and eJectrlc guitars, and In the 
muelc style. 
Another � has been the use 
of orchestras f� background music. 
Ells said unlike the large number 
of fans modern country music has, 
bluegraa has only a smaU nucleus of 
followers. .__ fans • much llke the 
fW Of· and � nUlllc. Thay 
play ·and listen to the music simply 
for the enjoyment it gives them. 
"Once when I was at the . Billy 
Monroe's Bean BIOS10m festival in 
Indiana (a large bluegrais festival) , I 
talked to a man there who said he 
brought his dog along and sat down 
just for the fun of bstenlng to the 
music ,"  EUis said , 
He .said about 200 people from 
mlleS around come to their sessions . 
He noted that unllke many 
bluegrass festivals, no alcohol or 
drugs are allowed at the sessions . 
"We slltk to traditional bluegrass. 
and It make$ good, dan, family 
fun:" 
not want to be tied down with a wife . are facing. 
performers will not express their opinions on 
anything that can be controversial . One star 
not made one poltical song, but an album full 
Sting. . 
the lead singer from the band the Police, 
one of the biggest bands in the history of the 
ability to perform was first seen in the band. 
to success has been a natural-but 
one . 
rock meet in the new ·album, The Dream 
Turtles. This album is the first one that 
put out without the help of his former band 
e band members were supposed to carry 
ht, but with Sting's opinions it was often not 
one end and none on the other . 
Sting's songs has a symbol of war or bombs 
In It . He is scared of the world coming to an 
his children grow old . 
ut single, "If You Love Somebody Set 
," he talks about not wanting to settle down 
of the uneasiness in the wodd . He also does 
"Love is the Seventh Wave, "  is a song that dates 
back to the days of his childhood. He talks about inno­
cent love in childhood and how it compares to the af­
fairs of today . He finds that childhood love is the fan­
tasy of grownup love . 
The song, "Fortress Around your Heart ,"  talks 
about how relationships are full of lies and deceits . "I 
had to stop in my tracks for fear of walking on the 
bombs I laid , "  Sting sings. 
His broken marriage, which is parallel in time to this 
song, gives him the ideas for this song and other like 
"Every Breath You Take , King of Pain . "  
The song develops the attitude that everything he 
has done in the past will be used against his future 
freedom . 
The political songs on the album deal with the · 
nuclear race and ho� it will effect the world , when the 
world does have the final war. 
The song, "The Russians,"  is a political song to 
make people aware of the race's problems and that it 
could end life for all , even children . 
"How can I save my little boy/From Oppenheimer's 
little toy,"  these words express the concern for the in­
nocent of the world , who don't understand what some 
There is a song on the album dedicated to the inno­
cent, "Children's Crusade," which talks about the past 
· and how children have been misused in the past. 
He tries to point out that children are the protection 
of the future . 
The antinuclear song , "We Work the Black Seam , "  
i s  devoted to telling the world what will happen if the 
nuclear race doesn't stop now. 
The title track from the album , "The Dream of the 
Blue Turtles ,"  talks· about dreams and how they can · 
reveal the dark side of a person's personality . Sting 
shows his creativity in this song with the different types 
of moods throughout the song. 
The final song, "Moon Over Burbon Street, " talks · 
about his own dark side and how he feels about life 
and darkness . He sees life as a merry-go-round, you 
can't change the past and the past will effect you 
forever . Life is a revolving circle and you cannot 
change what will happen .  · . 
The album Is not recommended for everyone. It 
shows the problems of the world with an upbeat tem­
po, but it's a good album for those who can see past 
the dance beat. : 
��r 
--... --
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ET THE BAND 
PARTY ! 
FRI & SAT 
nd buys FREE 
r until they start ! 
OPEN ! 8:30-9 . m . 
4 O ' clock Club! 
TODAY 
$2 all you can drink 
• WITH LIVE BAN D  
THA T HOPE 
�ROSES and CARNATION� 
* Bud Vase 3 Long Stem Red Roses s5oo del. 
* % Dozen Long Stem Red Roses s7oo del. • 
* 1 Dozen Long Stem Red Roses s 1 3°0 del. ' 
* l Dozen Carnations Assorted s53o del. , 
The Greenhouse • t514 Y2 10th • 345-1057 
- � - .- -· 
Break the 
· Pizza Habit 
-at 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A m e r i c a ' s  E u ro p e a n  t h e m e  p a r k  i n  
Wi l l i amsbu rg, Va. is  conductinQ audit ions for 
over 200 si ngers, dancers music1ansr variety ar­
tists, actors, technicians, stage managers, and 
supervisors. You cou ld be part of the cl uster of 
stars at Busch Gardens. So get you r  act 
together and come "shi ne" at our 1 986 
Auditions ! ! ! !  
.Sirloin Stockade I I 
• -Sunday Night-Student Special- •· 
i FREE ; Audition Dates: CHAMPAIGN-U RBANA, ILLINOIS SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1 2-5 p.m. 
Krannert Center for the Perform Ing Arts 
500 S. Goodwin (Urbana) 8uscH The Studio Theatre CHICAGO, ILLINOIS GA-MON DAY, JANUARY 1 3, • 1 2-6 .m. THE 
The Pa1mer House Hotel �� 
1 7  East Monroe St. at State St. 
The Wabash Parlor Room - ... 
! SALAD !: 
i BARI ���: ����i �i�co ln ! ' 
1 (with Meal) . open Dal ly  I t -9 1  
1 1  Just Bring Your E.1.CJ. . . 
I Student l.D. 5-9 p ! m .  Only . I 
�- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � � �  
• 
< 
I 
-
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• 
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If you happen to be In the mood for 
Top 40 rock 'n' roll with a few oldies 
l:' mixed .In , then check out Ivory Grand . '! Ivory Grand was started five years • f: ago by three brothers: Laurence , Larry 
• and "Randy Quick. The band will per­r form at 9 p . m .  Friday night at Ted's 
· ; · Band has Grand mix of Top 40: oldies. 
Our family has always 
been into music. You could 
say we inherited our love 
for music and performing 
from. our family. 
· : Warehouse . 
� Altough the brothers had to pick up - Larry Quick guitarist 
Ivory Grand 
. 
l 
. �  
the rock 'n '  roll style of music on their · 
own , they did receive some help from 
their family . ��������--''  "Our family has always been into 
music- especially Dad who plays In 
country bands. You could say we In­
herited our love for music and perform­
ing · from our family ," guitarist Larry 
Quick said . 
Since the band's start, It has 
undergone a few changes In band 
members, including Randy's moving. 
The band now consists of lead singer 
Andy Wonn, lead guitarist Louie 
Killion, guitar player Larry Quick , bass 
guitar player Mike Winter and drummer 
Laurence Quick. 
week. Quick said the band practices to 
stay In playing form , but not to the point 
of burning out for Its weekend gig . 
Ivory Grand has been playing at 
Ted's for the past three years . The band 
also performs in surrounding areas . 
at getting enough money to produce a 
small record with only about four songs. 
In time we hope to record an album,"  
Quick said . 
For now, Ivory Grand just enjoys 
playing rock 'n' roll music and perform­
ing for energetic audiences . Ivory Grand practices at least twice a "For our future plans, we are looking 
'North and South ' saga entices TV viewers 
ly JUDY WBDMAN 
r elevision critic 
Only four more hours . and the entertainment will 
end-for now. 
The mini-series "North and South ,"  an adaptation 
of John Jakes best-selling novel , has moved passed 
the Mexican war and on to bigger and better things. 
This $25 million saga'began at 8 p . m .  Sunday night 
•n ABC showing the Main plantation of Mont Royal , 
i . C .  
The spotJlght then focuses o n  Orry Main (Patrick 
•wayze) , an aspiring young Southerner who is head­
d off to West Point Military Academy (June, 1842) . 
On his way to the academy, he helps out a damsel 
l distress, Madeline Fabray (Lesley-Anne Down) , 
nd Is quickly taken with her . She leaves him with her 
.andkerchlef _and promises to write him at the 
cademy. 
When Orry reaches New York City, he runs Into 
:ouble with some townies and Is helped out by 
ieorge Hazard (James Read) of Lehigh Station , Pa . 
ie Is also headed for the academy. 
Orry and George become fast friends despite their 
'.'forth and South' differences. They ar� teamed up 
1ulckly against sadistic drillmaster Elkanah Bent 
Phillip Casnoff) who resents 'Main for being a. 
;outherner. 
Meanwhile , the budding romance between Orry 
and Madeline has been uprooted by Madeline's 
father, who confiscates Orry's letters and persuades 
her to marry · the Main's bad-guy neighbor Justin 
LaMotte (David Carradine) . 
The two of them , Orry and Madeline, discover this 
at Madeline's wedding r�ception (June 1844 after 
Main's basic training) when it was too late to turn back 
the hands of time. 
During Tuesday's segment, Orry and George finally 
graduated and was shipped off to fight in the Mexican 
War.  
Orry was sent on a suicid� mission by Bent and 
luckily had his leg saved by an army surgeon (Robert 
Mitchum) . 
While George helped Orry recover , he fell in love 
with Constance Flynn (Wendy Kilborne) , the army 
sur�eon's daughter . 
· 
On Wednesday and Thursday , the series switched 
gears and focused on the younger members of the 
Main and Hazard families.  
When Saturday's segment is shown , Orry and 
George will return once again to the spotlight. 
Throughout the series, several celebrities make 
cameo appearances including Hal Holbrook as Abe 
Lincoln , Elizabeth Taylor as a madam and Johnny 
Cash as John Brown . 
After enticing the viewers for ten hours, the mini­
series 'concludes' Sunday night . 
Although many questions are answered and many 
plots are solved, the final ending will not occur until 
next spring when ABC will present "North and South, 
Book II . "  
Come shake 
your bones 
at 
Sunday . . . . ---..---------­
featuring THE 
- The Subway 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Nov. 10 8- 1 1  p .m.  
Located in the Union Rathskeller 
�asement - East Wing 
CHANGE IN OPERATING HOURS: . 
The Subway will be open regularly 8- 1 1 p.m. on Sundays. 
Other openings will be whenever si>eclal events are 
planned. Watch the E;aster News for other special events. - 111�; 
8:00 p.m. 
of Fortune 
1 7-News 
Miller 
Newlywed Game 
II, Lehrer 
is Right 
Newlywed Game 
's Company 
8:35 p.m. 
ord and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
ight Rider 
Twilight Zone 
: "The Dion 
. " ( 1 974) Violent 
puncuates this dark· 
story of two hillbilly 
who plan a heist to 
a resetaurant. 
7:30 
Ill Street Week 
r. Belvedere 
8:00 p.m. 
isfits of Science 
las 
·e:  Child por· 
y is the subject of 
'Fallen Angel, "  a thoughtful ,  
well-made 1 98 1  TV-movie 
about a girl victimized by a 
pedophile. Jennifer: Dana Hil l .  
Howard: Richard Masur. 
1 7-Three's Company 
38-Sanford and Son 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Star Trek 
17:-Nightline 
3�immy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Friday Night Videos 
9-Movie: "Hellfighters. "  
( 1 969) Some spectacular 
special effects spark this 
-
story of Texans who battle 
over fires fer a living. John 
Wayne. 
1 7-News · 
38-Nightline 
Midnight 
3-Hawaii Five-0 
38-Fame 
Saturday 
8:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Hee Haw 
3-News 
1 0-Star Trek 
1 2-Doctor Who 
1 7-0ne Day at A Time 
38-Solid Gold 
8:30 p.m. 
3-More Real People 
9, 1 7-At The Movies 
1 2-Doctor Who 
7:00 p.m. 
2,  1 5-Gimme a Break! 
3, 1 0-Airwolf 
&.-College Football :  Oregon 
State at Stanford. 
9-Movie: "Borderl ine ."  
( 1 980) Charles Bronson as a 
border-patrol officer in­
vestigating a murder and the 
smuggling of Mexicans. Bruno 
Kirby. 
1 2-Avengers 
1 7  ,38-Hollywood Beat 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Facts of Life 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Golden Girls 
3,  1 0-Movie: "Risky 
Business ."  ( 1 983) Paul 
Brickman's satirical account of 
a teen-ager who turns his 
house into a brothel while his 
parents are away on vacation. 
Joel Goodson: Tom Cruise. 
Lana: Rebecca De Mornay. 
1 2-Movie:  "The Philadelphia 
Story. "  Katherine Hepburn , 
Cary Grant and Oscar winner 
James Stewart star in George 
Cukor's witty 1 940 comedy 
of manners, set along 
Philadelphia's genteel Main 
mpus cllps 
1 Advance i s  sponsoring a Bonfire Devotional o n  Friday, 
from 7 :30 p .m . - 1 0:00 p.m.  Meet at 9 1 7 Woodlawn . 
wtn be singing, sharing, a marshmallow roast, and games. 
is invited. Come join the fun ! • 
nee Hell A1aocl1tlon is having a Chili Dinner on Nov. 
4 :30 p. m . -6 :00 p .m.  in Lawson & Taylor Halls. Tickets 
.-id may be purchased in Lawson , Taylor, Andrews, and 
Halls this Thurs. , Fri. , and Sat. during dinner hours. The 
entitle the buyer to a bowl of chili and a soda. 
Phi Omega is holding a pledge meeting Sun. , Nov. 1 0  at 
. m . in the Martinsville Rin. All pledges must attend. 
llllnol• Students Concerned About Peace is having a 
Mon . ,  Nov. 1 1  at 7 :00 in Coleman Hall, Rm. 2 2.8 . New 
welcome. 
Phi Omega will be conducting a service project Sat. , 
et 9:00 at the Lutheran Church , Ninth and Cleveland. All 
.-id pledges come and help out! 
Phi Omega will be conducting a service project with the 
First Aid Meet on Sat. , Nov. 9 from 2 : 00-4:00 p.m.  in . 
Gym. All those planning to help out, meet at Buzzard at 
m .  
Phi Omega is conducting a service project at the Girl 
Day Sat. ,  Nov. 9 from 1 :00-3:00 p.m. Meet at the rock 
p.m. 
Cllpa are published daily, free of charge, as a public 
to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Dally 
"-ws office by noon one business day before date to be 
(or date of event). Information should include event, 
sponsoring organization (spelled out - no Greek letter 
), date, time and place of event, plus any other 
Information. Name and phone number of submitter must 
. Clips containing confllctlng or confusing information 
be run if submitter cannot be contacted. Clips win be 
tar space available. Clips submitted after noon of deadline 
be guaranteed publication. Clips wUI be run one day 
siy event. No cHps wlH be taken by phone . 
Line: there, a divorced 
socialite (Hepburn) is about to 
take her second stroll down 
the aisle. Hepburn reprised 
her role from Philip Barry's 
1 939 Broadway play, adapted 
by Oscar-winning screen­
writer Donald Ogden Stewart. 
1 7  ;38-North and South. Part 
5 .  
8:30 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-22 7  
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Hunter 
9-News 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3 ,  1 0, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Twilight Zone 
1 2-Good Neighbors 
38-Entertainment This Week 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 7-ABC News 
1 0:30 p.m . 
2 ,  1 5-Saturday Night's Main 
Event 
3-College Football :  I llinois at 
Iowa 
9-Lifestyles of The Rich and 
Famous 
1 0, 1 7-Dick Clark's Nitetime 
1 2...:.David Susskind 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
38-Movie: "Tales of the 
Unexpected. "  ( 1 977)  TV­
movie derived from the video 
series, with Uoyd Bridges as 
a physician terrorized by a 
rapist-murderer. Teddy: 
William Watson. 
Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS 
I T-men, e.g. 
I French. 
minister's title 
t Put one's foot 
down 
is Chinese horn 
If Patriot 
Silas 
11 San -, Italy 
17 Electioo Day 
hopefuls 
It Gide's "-­
Die" 
2t Eight of man's 
teeth 
21 Lonas for 
envfously 
23 Carte before 
the course  · 
24 Less cowatdly 
25 lbe maples, to 
a botanist 
27 Gallup, Harris 
or Roper 
·M Stingless, 
feckless bees 
.32 D.C. security 
breach 
,SJ Henpeck 
35 Prohibition 
31 Aviary sound 
38 Mussolini's 
daughter · 
39 Tic- -- -toe 
48 Breakfast food 
41 Periods of 
boredom 
43 Aftermaths of 
very close 
elections 
48 Vapor: Comb. 
form 
47 Elm's bounty . 
48 Mansard 
extension 
M Promise 
confidently 
52 Cynics 
It "-- till next 
year! "  
57 Easy VicJ<>ries 
on Election 
Day 
• NATO's 
defwlct cousin 
ti Nutcracker's 
suite 
a Desires ; itches 
U Greek athletic 
contest 
M Mardi -
DOWN 
1 Centers of 
attention 
2 Israeli 
statesman 
S lberefore, in 
Tours 
4 Lees 
& Annex 
t Consoler's 
advice 
7 Dugout wood 
I Ethyl's 
adherent 
I Spot for a hot 
pot 
2 
1 3  
1 7  
5t 
II Direct vote on 
· a proposed law 
11 Fail to include 
12 Polka 
followers 
IS Increase 
rapidly, as 
prices 
18 French Alps 
area -
22 Siberian city 
24 This 
permeates a 
victory party 
25 Like football 
crowds 
21 Subject of a 
loser's post. 
election speech 
ZS Fragrant 
2t Where 
Kaltenbom 
held forth 
• Banned 
insecticide 
II Pastries 
(literally, ''whirlpools'') 
34 Yak-yakoo tbe 
dais 
S7 Grow clim  
• Getting intQ 
tie race 
41 Adonis's killer 
42 Kind oi oraage 
44 Paratroopers' 
gear 
41 "Never-- · 
kriow for wliom 
. . . " :  I>onne ' 
• Jaaoii'11 father 
se Uke ahU..tee ballot �n 
51 Venditloti 
52 Obsttu4ioil 
SI Ge1111$D river 
54 SUrrender. in 
Siena , 
SS Speedy plaries 
58 Actor:s' org. 
• 10 �1 12  
Sund�y SI Tub plant See page 8Aof News for answers 
6:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Punky Brewster 
3, 1 0-SO Minutes 
1 2-Austin City Limits 
1 7 ,38-Ripley's Believe It Or 
Not! 
8:05 p.m. 
5-Wreatllng 
· 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Silver Spoons 
9-Movie: "The One and 
Only ."  ( 1 978) Henry Winkler 
as an egocentric Broadway 
hopeful who turns wrestler in 
TV's early days. Kim Darby. 
7:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Amazing Stories 
3, 1 0-Murder, She Wrote 
1 2-Nature 
1 7  ,38-MacGyver 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: ' '.All That Heaven 
Allows."  ( 1 955) A widow 
(Jane Wyman) falls for a . 
gardener (Rock Hudson) and 
the town begins to gossip. 
7:30 
2, 1 5-Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Movie:  "Streets of 
Justice. "  ( Made for TV; 
1 985) An auto worker turns 
vigilante when bikers get off 
with light sentences for the 
brutal double murder of his 
wife and 5·year-old son. 
Hudson James: �ohn 
Laughlin. 
3 ,  1 0-Crazy Like a Fox 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
1 7 ,38-North and South:  
Conclusion . 
· 
8:30 p.m. 
9-lt's A Living 
9:00 p.m. 
3, 1 0-Trapper John, M . D. 
9-News 
1 2-All Creatures Great and 
Small 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Sports Page 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:35 p.m. 
5-Jerry Falwell : Religion. 
f errifying Science Fiction 
81LL Jf/ii> MJ!. ?01-AttrrY 
AJ<E i)[lE.'P(R,r;rfL '{ ·nmHc. 
1b F !t/1:> THE 11'- ltNS. . . · 
9:50 p.m. 
1 2-Prairie Pathways 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Tales From The Darkside 
1 2-Fawlty Towers 
38,-Lifestyles of the Rich 
and Fam04s 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0 , 1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-Black Sheep Squadron 
3, 1 0-Star Trek 
9-Lou Grant 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 5-Movie: "Thou Shalt Not 
Kill . "  ( 1 939) A minister 
(Charles Brickford) tries to 
save a wayward youth (Owen 
Davis Jr . )  from a murder 
charge. Paul Builfoyle, Doris . 
Day (not the singer) , Sheila 
Bromley 
1 7 -Movie: "The Beast Must 
Die. " (British; 1 97 4) 
Suspenseful yam about 
werewolves in the British 
countryside. Newcliffe: Calvin 
Lockhart. Dr. Lundgren: Peter 
Cushing. 
1 0:35 p.m. 
5-John Ankerberg 
. ,  1 1 :00 p.m. 
38-Movle: "Destination 
Tokyo. "  ( 1 944) Delmer Daves 
directed this standout World 
War II action tale about a 
submarine crew's perilous 
mission in Japanese waters. 
Cary Grant, John Garfield. 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
5-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2-Charlie's Angels 
3-Nitecap 
9-Fame 
1 0-Tales from the Darkside 
1 2:05 1.m. 
5-Herbert W. Armstrong 
1 2:30 1.m. 
2-News 
3-What Do You Say? 
9-Star Games 
1 7-World Vision International 
7 1  
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L... By ROSE ALCORN 
,, St-tif writer 
l It was a cold ,_ ralny night in the city . 
c: After a long day's .work, I was tired and j in need. of something satisfying. I 
.:! couldn't help myself- my desires were 
/; becoming too much for my long-held 
� · abstinence . · ! For months I had gone without that 
; , soul-satisfying, absolutely divine and 
e'' consuming pleasure . But too often I had • 
> become involved ; and too often I had . , d h f . . � : pai t e price or my wanton cravings . 
"Should I follow through and quench 
my desires? ," I wqndered. To quench 
that hunger was · but only a few steps 
away . 
I reflected back on my previous ex­
periences. One obsession I previously 
had was initially wonderful .  He was 
Caffeine .  
These rendezvous were the so-called 
"early morning quickies," the times 
when I really · needed a pick-me-up. 
After each meeting with Caffeine , I was 
alert and ready to face the world . 
I thought I had found the ideal rela­
tionship, but then it soon became less 
wonderful than I thought. 
I soon became overly dependent on 
Caffeine . My obsession became an ad­
diction . After the alertness wore off, I 
became jittery and anxious. 
This soon resulted in a need for pro­
fessional help . .  The doctor always said 
Caffeine would make me nervous. 
And then there was my relationship 
with The Real T.hing. Always satisfying, 
Qelivery 
Dinner 
SWeet 'IOve affair ' leads to proble 
always wonderful and always available , Rea) Thing's kind .  
Sugar was there . There was Sweet 'n' Low for awhile , 
I saw him everywhere : at the vending the ·kind · of guy you could find 
lounge , during dinner, and more often anywhere , from the greasiest spoon to 
than not, he was an integral part of the most chic restaurant. But Sweet 'n' 
dessert. Low wasn't always available- he travel-
But. Sugar made me pay the Pi:Ice . ed only in packets . . Yes, when I had Sugar, I paid dearly . Another one of The Substitutes was 
After a broken heart and a broken the suave Saccharin . Saccharin was a 
bathroom scale, my relationship with unique combination of everything I lov­
The Real Thing was archives . . ed:  sweet, readily available and he 
After Sugar, there were The didn't make me nervous. 
Substitutes, a gang of bad boys from the Unfortunately, my doctor did have 
wrong side of town . one precaution to make about this 
The Substitutes were free-wheeling sophisticate- he causes cancer . 
and rowdy, rebels against those of The "Wonderful," I thought to myself, 
we Also Deliver = 
"Where can I go and what can I d  
Looking back at everything th 
pened before , I wondered if my 
would remain forever insatiable. 
Suddenly, I remembered th 
Kid on the Block . He was the lat 
greatest, the most hip and he 
everything.  
· 
Distinguished by his red 
boasted a charming sweetn 
never ended . On this cold , rain 
in the city , I had finally fo 
avai labi l ity wihout compr 
pleasure without paying. 
Could it be love? Could he 
One? He is Nutrasweet . 
Softdough Breadsticks & Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 1 . 50 
Individual Salads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 .00 
Soft Drinks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ . 50 
The following offer, u nbelievable as . it may seem , ts  
ri(.)t just a special , but i s  good dai ly  after 5 p . m .  
with. Express Delivery . 
Delivery Dinner Menu Hours : 
Now Open 7 Days a Week ! !  
Sunday, Thursday , 5 p.m.'  1 1  p.m.  
Friday & Saturday , 5 p.m. '  12  p.m.  Hearth Baked Thick crust Pizza 
Your choice of: 
Sausage & Cheese or Pepperoni & Cheese 
Large . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.95 
•· ·Small . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . .  5.75 
: Prices Include Tax & Delivery 
Great, oven-Hot Pizza 
· De.livered Free and Fast 
from MonicaB. 
• 
Call 348-7515 Or order directly from one of our Delivery Trucks . 
- Prices good from Express Delivery Trucks only . 
Call,in orders $5 minimum. 
No minimum for orders purchased directly from trucks . 
909 1 8th Street 
· Charleston 
